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Senate kills
election bill
by Mike Rhodes
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The UCF Student Senate
addressed itself to two major
pieces of legislation during its
first formal business session
Tuesday. The first gave
money to the marching band
and the second dealt with a
A mock election · would
"make lawmakers aware
of the polltlcl preferences
and priorities of our student
body."
-Senate 111117·03

•
,.

proposed mock election.
The marching band had
been the subject of some controversy after significant problems arose with their
budget. Only a few weeks into
the fall semester the band ran
out of money needed to purchase music, equipment, and
maintenance. For all intents
and purpose~, the band's
budget had gotten lost in a
shuffle between the administration, student government, and athletics.
Fortunately the problem
was resolved in part, but a
great deal of money was still
necessary for the band's only
away trip-UCF. agai~st
Eastern Kentucky. Band
membe.r s had raised half of
the money and were counting
on money budgeted to cover
the rest of their expenses.

Student Government and the
administration each forked
over $2,000 to meet these
needs.
The senate bill concerning
the band allocated $500 to
them from the senate working
fund. The bill, introduced by
Senator William Dietz, passed by acclamation.
The band was scheduled to
leaye for Eastern Kentucky
at 6 a.m. this morning.
Senate Bill 17-03, introduced by Senator Steve
McDonald, proposed to
allocate $250 to fund a mock
election in an effort to "make
lawmakers aware of the
political preferences and
priorities of our student
body." Had it passed it would
have been scheduled for Oct.
1 7,
and
featured
Reagan/Bush versus Mondale/Ferraro and Nelson versus Quartel in the Congressional race.
Debate on the bill went
b~ck and forth for nearly an
hour before the final vote was
cast. Consistent points
against the bill were that it
was a moot issue, the
students were to .apathetic to
participate, or that it was a
waste of money.
In other business, the
senate unanimously confirmed former senator Ira Smith
as the student government
SEE SENATE, PAGE 9

Practice makes perfect

Tim Barto/Future

UCF Marching Band director Jerry'Gardner watches the band's formations from the rappeling tower on Driggers Field.

Adjuncts .need space
man of the communic~tions department,
said, "We do not have adequate space for ad- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - juncts."
A large number of adjunct professors at
Bolte said that the problems of limited
UCF face problems such as inadequate office space are not limited to adjuncts. "UCF has
space and unavailability of permanent staff been severely restricted in office, instrucpositions, according to several department tional and research space for several years,"
chairmen.
he said. Some departments have converted
Dr. John Bolte, associate president of conference rooms and lounges into additional
academic affairs, said that about 155 adjunct office space. Many adjun~ts share an office
professors are employed at UCF each space with up to five other instructors.
semester. These teachers can teach lower and
Adjuncts are hired on a semest~r by
upper level courses as well as graduate · semester basis to teach _part time. Charles
courses.
Wellman, chairman of the art department,
Many departments require adjuncts to said, "Two classes is the maximum that the
hold office hours. However, many departments have very limited office space for these
SEE ADJUNCT, PAGE 9
instructors. Dr. Raymond Buchanan, chair-

by Cindi Miiam

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Student Affairs heading covers a lot of ground
by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

Students at UCF are influenced in a variety if
ways by the Office of Student Affairs.
Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice president for student
affairs said, "student affairs exists primarily for
the purpose of enhancing the development of the
teaching-learning process." Yet many students do
not fully understand the programs and services
that are available to them through Student Affairs .
To eleviate this problem, the Future will highlight a
single department in the division of Student Affairs each week. Thi.s week's topic: the division in
general.
The division of student affairs consists of sixteen

departments with over 125 employees and has an
overall budget of over $21 million, $16 million of
which is involved in financial aid programs. As you
can see, they have au important role at UCF and
with its students.
The Division of Student Affairs includes departments such as Cooperative Education and Placement, the Health Center, International Student
Services, Housing and Residence Life, Financial
Aid, Veteran Affairs, Student Government,
Recreational Services, the Counseling and Testing
Center, Student Center, Student Organizations,
Handicapped Student Services, and others. "We
try," said Tubbs, "to develop programs and ser-.
vices that will make the learning process more
fruitful for the student."
There are six overall goals that the division of
/

Student Affairs strives to achieve. One of the most
important of these is promoting a university environment which stimulates the intellectual,
physical, social, emotional, spiritual, and vocational development of students.
In addition to this they try to promote student
involvement in an educational process which will
lead to self-identity, self-direction, self-discipline
and the development of cognitive skills.
Thirdly, the division encourages the involvement
of students in a varity of extracurricular programs
and groups which promote the understanding of
social institutions, the government and the environment. They also work towards the developSEE AFFAIRS, PAGE 3
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OCTOBER 12, 1984
DANTHROPOLOGY MEETS

There will be an Ant hr op o logy Association
meeting on Oct. i 7 at 4 p.m.
in Howard Phillips Hall room
228. There will be a film and a
lecture by John Morris a Belizean mow attending ~CF.

DJUDAIC STUDIES

The department of Foreign
Languages wishes to inform
the student body and the
general community about a
new program in Judaic
Studies that is being
developed at UCF, consisting
of courses in general J udaica
as well as in the Hebrew
language. These courses are
planned for the Spring of
1985 semester. For further infrmation call, Shmuel
Bolozky at 275-2476.

DWHO'S WHO?

·
Application~ for Who's
Who amoung students in
American Universities and
Colleges are now available at
the Student Center and the
Student Affairs Office (Adm in is tr at ion 282). The
deadline for applications is
Oct. 19.

•

D UCF HOMECOMING

The University of Central
Tim Barto/Future
Florida presents HomecomUCF
accounting
students
Lindo
H.
Heron
and
Brad
Beemer,
righ~
ore
the
recipients
of $500
ing 1984 Oct. 21-27. Upcomscholarships
from
Osburn,
Henning
and
Co
..
Presented
by
1983
UCF
graduate
Kathy
Harter,
a
The University will be con- ing events include: Oct. 21,
staff
accountant,
and
Lonnie
H.
Locy,
a
partner
in
the
Orlando
firm
and
a
member
of
the
first
cluding a Music Workshop on skits and a movie on the Stu·
three Saturday mornings in dent Center Green at 7:30 UCF graduating class of 1970.
November for children in p.m.; Oct. 24, Medieval • • • • • • - - • - • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - • • • - - •
Roan expressed the hope DRED CROSS CLASSES
kindergarten 'through sixth Games on the Student Center Sheriff's Office's "Bat
that
his office ''provides serMobile"
and
Alcohol
experigrade. The workshop will in- Green at 11:30 a.m. entertainThe American Red Cross in
vices
to help the students adment,
K-9
demonstrations,
clude participation in singing, ment by Sapphire. Maze conCentral
Florida has scheduled
just
to
the
campus·
and
the
drug
displays,
free
dancing, instrument playing, test and Theme Party will be
courses
in Cardiopulmonary
community,
and
to
help
them
refreshments
and
balloons.
composing and listening to in th~ Student Center
Resuscitation,
CPR Instrucunderstand
better
and
apmusic.
Auditorium at 8 p.m.; Oct 26,
tor
course,
Multimedia
Inpreciate
the
democratic
value
The workshop will be held a parade at 12:30 p.m. Gemini
structor,
Vital
Signs
I
and
II
of
our
society."
from 9:30 a.m. to noon Nov. 3, Blvd. Rosie's Jazz Band on
and
Multimedia
First
Aid.
10, 17 in the lobby of the the Student Green. Robert
DAWARDS MEMORIALIZE The courses will be held at a
Education complex at UCF. Klein in the UCF Gym at 8
variety of locations. For furBLACK
LEADER
There will be a $12 registra- p.m. Party in the Student
ther information and registraOne
of
UCF's
best
known
tion fee. Enrollment is limited Cel)ter Auditoriµm featuring
black leaders was honored in tion call 894-4141 in Orlando
and early registration is the Producers; Oct. 27, ·
memory with the announce- or 831-3000 in Lo~gwood.
recommended. Application Recreational
Services
ment
of the establishment of
deadline is Oct. 29. For more ultimate frisbee tournament. DUCF PEOPLE
the
Dr.
John T. Washington
information call 275-2123.
Alumni Golf Tourney and
Alumni Baseball Game call
The UCF -Marching Band Commemorative Awards.
The annual awards, named
275-2233 for information. will be going to the away
DDELTA TAU KAPPA
for
the late UCF sociologist
Alumni/Student Barbecue at game this- weekend with the
and
benefactor will be given
Delta Tau Kappa will be in- McCracken Field 3:30 to 6 football team. They will be
to
an
adult and a young perducting 20 new initiates on .p.m. Football game UCF vs. traveling to Eastern KenOct. 15. Following the Austin Peay 7:30 p.m. Orlan- ·tucky University to cheer the son in recognition of their ser- D JACKSON'S PLOT
vice to the black community
ceremony DTK and the . do Stadium.
Knights on.
Sociology club are having a
in a four county area.
These are tough times for
banquet at the Oviedo Inn. DTHRESHOLD SHIRTS
D UCF EASES BARRIERS
Qualities which a selection rock and roll back in the
For more information contact
committee will look for in pro- USSR.
Dr. Unkovic 275-6887.
On Oct. 16-19 T-shirts from
Adjusting to college life on spective recipients · of the
First an official ·state-run
the The Threshold Run for a new campus is difficult for Washington awards are devo- So'viet newspaper accused
DSOCIOLOGY CLUB MEETS the Kids will be sold at the most students but it can be tion and service to others, American megastar Michael
bookstore. Included in the $5 _especially so for foreign constructive leadership and , Jackson of contaminating
· The Sociology Club ·will price is the T-shirt and a students. Besides dealing humanitarian concern for South America. Now the ofmeet on Oct. 22. For more in- souvenier copy of the pro- with an unfamiliar campus, mankind, said Dr. Robert L. ficial jo~ of the Young
formation on the meeting or gram, plus discount coupons. they are also confronted with Bell~. director of minority Communist League has warnthe club please contact La~a For more information contact language and cultural dif- student services at UCF.
ed Soviet .•citizens to be on
J. Wiechel, President at Dorothy Ramen in the stu- ferences. The office of InterThe announcements of the their gu7ir~d· against the
275-6887.
dent center . . Adult and national Students Services at first winners of the awards subversive influence of
chilcirens sizes are available.
UCF helps with the ad- will be made at the Fifth An- American music.
DCOUNSELORS
justments. The success factor nual Martin Luther King lun''The J acksonmania virus
DCRIME PREVENTION DAY is reflected in the 80 percent cheon held in Orlando in launched from North America
The Student Association of
graduation rate among inter- January 1985.
into South America ~s one
Counselors and School
Oct. 12 is Crime Prevention national students.
aim--to squee~e as much gold
Psychologists is having a Day on campus. The crime
Dr. N. D. Roan and his
juice as possible out of the
meeting Oct. 17 in Education prevention fair will take place staff literally guide foreign
counry," said the newspaper
125 at 7:30 p.m. The speaker from 9 a.m. till 4 p.m. on the students through the maze of
Leninskae Znamye, or Lenin's
will be Dr. Pete Fisher of the Village Green. Activities in- higher education. The 400
Banner."
Counseling Center at UCF.
clude Orange County students now at UCF repreThe article was only· the
-~ff;
sent 56 nations.
latest in a series of attacks on
Roan' s office offers a wide
Jackson by the heavily cenrange of services which begin D MRS.
0 R LAN D 0 sored and ridgidly controlled
before the students arrive in PAGEANT
state media. Another article
Florida. After corresponding
in the offical Komsomolskaya
The Orlando Women Pravada said that the West is
Associated
with with prospective
Collegiate
students and familarizing Jaycees will present the se- using subversive music to
Press
them with life on campus, the cond annual Mrs. Orlando cook up a so-called rock
All-American
office welcomes students by Pageant on Nov. 4 at 7:30 culture, imbuing it with proThis public document was promulgated at an annual cost ot Sl00,000 or 5.3 cents per c6py
meeting them at the airport p.m. at Valencia Community paganda of a certain indepento Inform the university community.
Opinions expressed In The Future are those ot the editor or ot the wrlter and ore not necessarily
and helping them fipd a place Arts Center, East Campus.
dent, aggressive lifestyle inlhose ot the University Board ot Publications or ot the administration.
Tickets are $4 in advance. herent in only one group of
to live.
For details call 896-0474.
people, the young.
DSIC WORKSHOP
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Foreign services offer careers plus
by Sam Sangulllano
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

·•

•

•
•

•

Dennis Hays, president of the
American Foreign Service Association, the professional association and
union for foreign service officers,
spoke to a group of 25-30 students
and faculty members Tuesday about
the foreign service exam.
Hays' chief purpose was to encourage students and - others interested in the diplomatic corps to
take the required entry test to be held
at UCF and around the world on
December 1. The exam, given only
once a year, tests skills in English, as
well as one's functional knowledge of
history, American government, and
U.S. affmrs. A basic knowledge of
current politicai events as well as the
history and cultural politics of the nation ere also necessary.
rhe test is the first step to acceptance into the Foreign Service. Those
who pass are required to attend a full
day <,>f oral examinations, which include individual interviews, group exercises, and ~omplete a written essay
IJ.Ild an executive summary. ~ong

with the written and oral tests, there
"The monetary and
is also a medical exam and a security
check. The entire process, from exam other benefits of a
to final acceptance into the service
takes, on the average, from nine mon- Foreign Service career
·ths to a year.
•
are great."-Dennis
Hara notes that while there is no Hays.
single academic major which makes
one more suited for the ·foreign service, those involved must have a and this year that figure will increase
"sense of adventure" and "adapt well to 27 5'. The average age of officers is
to new situations."
31, and· includes women and
Unlike the military, those involved minorities. Most officers stay involvin the foreign service are under no ed with the corps for 20 to 30 years.
obligation to remain a member, and
The monetary and other benefits of ·
may disassociate from the corps at a foreign service career are great,
any time.
notes Hays, with the average starting
Once accepted into the corps, junior · salary for those just out of college in
officers are plac.e d in a 5 to 6 ·week the mid 20's and tho~e with advanced
training course at the Foreign Ser- degrees in the mid 30's. Officers are
vice's base ~ocation in ·washington, also given allowances for travel and
D.C. Officers are then assigned to two for such special needs as children and
consecutive tours of duty .outside the spouses. For those living outside the
U.S., and depending on the language U.S., the service provides housing.
requirement of the assignment, may
The purpose of the Foreign Service,
spend anywhere from 5 months to 2 according to Hays, is to know and
years learning the language, culture, understand the culture and politics of
and customs of the country to which countries so as to enable leaders to
they have been assigned.
obtain the sort of information they
On the average, the corps select 200 need .to make important policy decipeople to becom~ members each year, sions. When these decisio'ls are

- Lastly they strive to identify the special needs of
F_RO_M_PA_G_E_l- - - - - - - - - - - - evening and weekend students for services and proment and implementation of student programs . . - grams whi~h will foster the educational objectives
As a fifth goal the Division of Student Affairs of attending during these periods of time.
develops programs and services which help retain Stay tuned till next week when we will cover Stustudents at UCF until their educational objectives dent Service Functions including the orientation, .
are satisfied.
women's programs and others.
-----------,----:------------------!

NEGLECT CAN KILL,100.
•
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made, notes Hays, the responsibility
of corps members is to see that they
are carried out.
Foreign service officers are also
respon,sible for aiding U.S. citizens
when they encounter difficulties in
foreign countries, as well as ensuring
their security. And, ·while keeping in
mind that the. president is the ·
"ultimate authority on foreign affairs,'' the corps, said Hays, citing
Ben Franklin, is "the first line of
defense.'' Agents work out of embassies, consulates, or in interest sections located throughout the world
and in almost every nation.
Hays encourages anyone interested
in the foreign service to participate in
the test, which can be taken as many
times as an individual would like.
feels that the rewards of the service
are a great sense of "job
satisfaction," job mobility, and. an
oportuni ty to meet a variety of people
in new environments, new countries,
and different cultures.
To take the test, prospective applicants must be 20 years of age or
older, and apply by Oct. 19 at the
placement office, located in room 124
of the Administr~tion building.
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The tickets are -free,
The ride is free, ··
Orlando Stadium
is the .plOce to· be! '

Meet at LOt 9 behind the· SCA for· your free
ride to :the game.
·

Two buses will .b e departing on October
2Q af 6:00 p.m.
·
Fighting

K~ights

vs Ill. State ·

Sponsored by lnterhall Council and Student Government
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Annual TKE keg rolls through Orlando
by Mike Rhodes
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The UCF chapter of the Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity will
play host to the finish of the
fraternity's sixth annual
cross-country keg roll to
benefit St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital Oct. 16 at
UCF.
Five
undergraduate
members of the fraternity
haye been rolling a keg of beer
from Boston since Sept. 4. on
a 1,595 mile journey which
will end Tuesday evening
with the team rolling the keg
intp UCF.
Hank Porcher, a senior
management major and
wrestler, is representing UCF
for the team. He has taken
this semester off from schopl
to participate in the project.
The UCF chapter of the
fraternity, Xi Iota, will hold
the final fund raising rally
Oct. 16 at Lake Claire with a
free concert from one of
Orlando's top club bands,
Pinch. Other major rallies
have been held at four other
stops along t,pe ro~te with
proceeds going to St. Jude's,
but the team will have stopped at 22 individual chapters
by the end of the 44 day
event.
The Orlando · rally coor.dinator, Doug Norton, has
been planning the final rally
~since August. "It is not often

that the students at UCF get
to be part of an event of this
magnitude. The media has
been covering the keg roll
from day one and the
response has been snowballing ever since. Governor
Graham even ran the keg in
Talla~assee last Tuesday.''
The team itself has been
featured in no less than two

"It is not often that the
students at UCF get to be part
of an event of this
magnitude."
-Doug Norton

•
dozen major newspapers
across the country and
Tlm Barto/Future
several television news
UCF
will
play
host
to
the
Keg
Roll
team
and
will
welcome
back
UCF
student
Hank
Porcher,
seshows.
Sponsors include the Miller cond from left.
Brewing Company, Hyatt
Hotels Corp., and Nike. Miller raised over $350,000 to sup-·
pledges $25,000 annually to port the hospital.
Another reason behind·this
underwrite the keg roll.
The idea for the benefit keg unusual fund raiser is ''to shroll began in 1979 when come- ed the negative connotation
dian Danny Thomas who associated with fraternities
founded St. Jude's asked the and alcohol,'' said Norton.
fraternity to "give me your The culmination of the event
beer money.'' Thomas is a is in conjunction with NaTau Kappa Epsilon alumnus. tional Collegiate Alcohol .
Since then the fraternity has Awareness Week, Oct. ·8-14.
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There is help for business
at Florida libraries.
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HOMECOMING 1984.
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"SAPPHIRE"

•

WED OCT 24
·ON·THE SC GREEN
MONTY PYTHON & THE HOLY GRAIL
OUTDO'oR MOVIE
SUNDAY OCT 21, SC GREEN .
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS theme party
WITH "SOUND SOCIETY"
WED OCT. 24 SCA

"THE .PRODUCERS"
FRIDAY OCT 26 SCA .
.

.

(FOLLOWING THE ROBERT KLEIN CONCERT)
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Some students may pay extra fees
(CPS)-The experimental tuition sur- science. ''The money is returned to
charges and differential charges the department that raises it to be usmany students had to pay to help ed for equipment and faculty
their.colleges meet the budget erises salaries. ''
Qf the last few years are assuming the
Engineering and business educalook of a permanent campus fixture . tion majors at the University of
as more schools tack on extra fees Michigan pay $100 per term to mainthis fall.
tain access to university comp-qters.
Administrators say they need to
Robert Suave, assistant vice presicharge more to students who take cer- dent of academic affairs, predicts the
tain kinds of majors to subsidize charges will spread around the counhigh-tech and high-cost courses.
try because computers and engineerSome, however, worry the extra ing courses are so expensive for colfees may keep poorer students from leges to run.
taking courses that could help them
"My hunch is; the way the comget higher-paying jobs after gradua- puter field is growing, there '11 be more
tion.
of these types of charges," he says,
At the University of New Hamp- though he stress UM has no imshire, students majoring in four mediate plans to add more surengineering fields and computer charges.
science must now pay an extra $17 5 a
The University ef Colorado at
year more than their classmates.
Boulder, for one, is making students
"The university needed additiopal in engineering, pharmacy and several
resources for students in those other undergraduate departments
departments,'' explains Otis Sproul, pay higher tuition than the average
dean of engineering and physical CU student this fall.

Bradley University in Peoria, II.,
now charges engineering and
technology students an extra $3 per
credit hour to pay for new equipment
and other expenses.
High-tech students aren't the oniy
ones feeling the added squeeze.
A number of schools are discovering it costs more to educate upper
division students than lower division,
and are adjusting tuition to reflect
these differences.
.
. At the University of Illinois,
juniors and seniors pay approximately 20 percent more in tuition than
lower level students.
"There 's a disparity between the
cost of instruction at the two levels,''
claims Thomas Eakman, UI e~
ecutive assistant for academic affairs.
"The disparity has widened in the
last eight years or so, and it fails to
place the burden of cost on the
students that most directly benefit
from higher level courses,'' he says.

Tuition differentials are nothing
new at Michigan, where tuition has
been based on academic level ''for
years and years, at least 10 or 15,"
Suave reports.
"Originally, it probably had
something to do with adjusting tuition to the cost of programs,'' he
believes.
Since 1975, students at Florida's
state universities also have paid tuition according to course level, based
. on a board of regents state-wide directive.
Tuition differentials there span five
levels, and increase as much as 46 percent per credit hour.
The costly and confusing surcharges and differentials upset many
students, but few refuse to pay the
added costs.
"I consulted with a number of student groups before I recoIIlIIlended
the (engineering and computer
science) surcharge," notes Sproul of
the University of New Hampshire.

Lambda Chi gives service to community
by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•
•

••

Community service projects help us all and
recently Lambda Chi Alpha has been involved in a
number of them.
·
Just last weekend Lambda Chi Alpha sponsored
a trip to the Knights/Akron game for the Boys'
Club. The idea was "To ·have the kids experience
firsthand a football game and to develop a friendship with the boys," said Steve Glassman,
associate member of Lambda Chi ~pha in charge

of the project.
Over "80 people associated with Lambda Chi attended the game, including the Lambda Chi
brothers, alumni, Little Sisters, and prospective
Little Sisters. Mike Spinazzola, Pedro Rubio, and
Steve Martin ~ove the children to the game.

and sisters attended the cleanup and a great deal
was accomplished. Drew Morris was the brother in
charge of the project.
"The purpose," said Glassman, "Was so that
other people could enjoy the lake without garbage
cluttering the surface or the bottom."
In two weeks Lambda Chi Alpha is going to
"I'd like to thank the athletic department for sponsor a canned food drive. ·The idea is to
supplying the tickets at a reduced cost and Bo-Con challenge the other fraternities and sororities to see
Concessions for donating a free drink and hot dog who can collect the most canned food for the needy
for each child,'' said Glassman.
people in the area. ''We are going to line the cans
Two weeks ago Lambda Chi Alpha sponsored a . around the reflecting pond in order.to see who has
"clean up Lake Wekiva day." Tw~nty-five brothers the largest number,"said Glassman .

SUN STATE FORD MAKES
IT EASY TO .DRIVE!
WITH TffE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

•

FREE:

~
·==
/~.·:

SALES &
SERVICE

1984

Thunderbird
.Turbo Coupe
I

.

COME IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR

•

NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

. :- ·' -~-'~;

.:.:·.: . •..

Extended Service Plan

The Ford Extended Service Plan 1s acontract bet·
ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
against unexpected repair costs on an extensive list
of ma1orcomponents . and lets you drive with peace of
mind.

24 MONTH ·
or
24,000 MILE
Maximum Coverage Plan

-

•
•
•
•

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVIC~ DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER
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House-Sit For Yo11r.Folks .
.

.
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• •

.And help them earn·
while you leafll.!

SUSSEXP~CE

2 Bed/2 Bath 'Ibwnhoi;ne Vi11as

.Froni Only $48,900!
.

.

.

* no closing costs
* state bond money avai1able
* many sold to investors

Instead· of throwing away tertairunent, shopping, employmoney by renting, tell your ment prQSpects, and main highparents to make a snµirt move ways. A moderri community of
·. . . by purchasing a villa at Sus- spacious~ thoughtfully designed
. sex Place! With· monthly pay~ townho:meviUas,SussexPlaceofments as low as $325*, it's the fersall theatneniti.esyoudeserve
perfect hedge against·inflation · to help you wiwind after a long
for your folks, and the perfect day at u.c.ir...
.
home for you while
So, while your p~Westinghouse
you're in school! ~
ents are investing in
~~
· Sussex~' locat~o
your fut~e, they can
:.ca
ed conveniently off
be investing in their
ca U.C.F.
en
:i
Alafaya Trail, is just
own, ~- Build homeColonial Dr. ·
minutes from the canlowner equity for your
pus, and·also close to
parents with R.C.A.'s
~
East-We'\
Sl :ssf:X
fine restaurants, en- ·
smartmovetoSussex

D
-

~

C4

. 4·

.

'

*

PL~Cf:

~

C4

en

Curry Ford Rd!

-

Place.

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393
1/8 Mile East of Alafaya Trail
on Highway 50
Custom Financing Available

* $48,900 sale price. $46,450 mortgage
amount. Based on 7112% conventional
30-yearfinancing. 13% APR . Interest
rates subject to change without notice.
Full details at Sales Office. ·

~ ~WEWELCOME
l.:J
BROKER
COOPERATION
EQUAL HOUSING

·it ~ure ·£1~7ance :1feeL.; :~//imfa6ifi"ty!

OPPORTUNITY

A Division of Residential Conmunities of America
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Evans Cable carries UCF newscasts
by Eddie Gorak
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

of the T.V. stations in Orlando," he said.
Morgan points out that even though UCF
News does not have a lot of high-grade
technical equipment compared to a real news
cbannel, they do have the basics. "Students
are in front and behind the cameras making
this newscast work. This program is a learning tool for all of the students involved,'' said
Morgan.

For the second week in a row, UCF News
has been telecast over Evans Cable Company
on channel 35. UCF News has been in operation since last year, but it was only recently
that their efforts started to be televised on
cable.
The' UCF News is taped every Tuesday at
Co-director Melodye Hendrix feels that
9:00 a.m. in studio A, on the first floor of the
library. It is a gathenng of 63 students made UCF News can give publicity to the universiup mostly of radio, T.V., communications and ty. "The newscast gets UCF out into the
journalism majors. All of the members are community in a favorable way. It reports on
volunteers· and are · there to learn the campus news and sports, giving some insight
mechanics of reporting, anchoring, directing, . to people on and off the campus as to what is
filming and producing a news program.
happening at the university. Also, the
The director, Dr. Thomas Morgan, is the newscast could help enrollment by giving
only faculty member involved with the pro- high school students in the area a chance to
duction. ''The whole idea behind a news pro- see what UCF is all about," said Hendrix.
gram such as this is for the students to learn
what it takes to make a program like this
At this time, UCF News receives no funds
happen. This is as close as they can get to the from either the university or student governreal thing without going out to work for one ment.

Tim Barto/Fun.re

The UCF news is aired weekly on Evans Cablevision, Channel 35. Dr.Thomas Morgan is the director of the program and
the only faculty member involved with it. UCF student
Melodye Hendrix is the assistant director of the program.

CHILD ABUSERS
ARE MORE
HELPLESS 1HAN
THEIR CHILDREN.
Most child abu se rs are
tr uly un ab le to he lp
th emselves . They we re
a bu se d whil e grow ing
up , so th ey've learned
no ot her way to raise
thei r ow n chil dre n. Beca use th ey are so helpless about ra ising thei r
own c hil dre n , c hil c!
ab use rs are as mu ch th e
vic tim s of a vic i ou~
cyc le as th e c hild re n
th ey ab use. Yet child
ab use r can be helped .

•

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY
TRADl110N. WRITE:
•

Na 11onal Commi tt ee for
Preven ti on of Child Abuse.
Box 2866. Chicago. Il l. 60690.

A Public Servic e a l This Newspa per ~ ·
& The Ad vert1s1ng Counc il ~~

YOU ARE LOOKING AT
AN ABUSED CHILD.

~-~ :C,:~::::~:~;~

All You can Eat Special. $6.95
Here's your chance to go overboard at
Red Lobster ~ Sundays through Thursdays.
Eat as much as you want of our delicious
clam strips, broiled or fried fish, and everybody's favorite, Popcorn~ Shrimp.
Here's how it works. Place your order for

one kind of seafood served with french fries
and cole slaw. After you finish it, order more
of the same seafood or switch to a different
kind. You're not limited to what you can eat
or how much you can eat.
So stop at Red Lobster and keep going.

Red Lobster®
Plea
Most Ma,1or Credit Ca rds Acn•ptPd

Most of the men and
women in prison today
were abused as children .
Abused children often
grow up to abuse their
own children . Child
abusers can be helped .
Find out how.

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY
~.WRITE:

ee telephone directory for t he Red Lobster Re taurant nearest you.
© 1984 Red Lobster Inns of America.

•

Nationa l Comm11t ee fo r
Prevention of Ch il d Abuse.
Box 2866. Ch icago . Ill. 60690

A Public Service of This Newspaper '-':'
& T~e Adven 1song Council ~~
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Airforce ROTC honored with U.S. flag
by Salll Sangulllano
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Members of the UCF
chapter of the Arnold Air
Society were presented with.a
U.S. flag that had flown over
the nation's capital in a
ceremony at the Air Force
ROTC aerospace studies
building Thursday, Oct. 4. .
· The flag, obtained with the
_ assistance ·of U.S. Congressman Andy Ireland as
part of an Arnold Air Society
pledge class project, was
presented to 1Chris Coombs,
commander of the society, by
pledge class president Steven
Kimble and pledge Gina
Kolasinski. According to
Coombs, the flag will be flown
in the Air Force ROTC

building of a~rospace studies,
and, he notes, will be ''used
not only for us, but for the
whole corps."
Under the direction of advisor ·Captain Mark J. Coyne,
the Arnold Air Force Society
has maintained a 12-year
tradition as an organization
designed to cultivate the
ideals .of honor, service, and
professionalism. The soc.i ety
participates in such events as
the Threshold Run, for which
they were recently recognized
for six years of service, and
Homecoming.
Members of the society
must be involved in Air Force
ROTC and go through a one
semester
pledgeship,
culminating in formal initiation held in December.

. SHARETHE
COST
OF
LIVING
Give to the American Cancer Society.

•

•
nm Barto/Future

The Air Force ROTC received a flag that was flown over the White House. Pictured left to
right are; Captain Mark Coyne, Cadet Steve Kimball, Cadet Gin.a Kolasinski, Cadet Chris
Coombs, and kneeling is Cadet Cynthia Pontius.

•

•
®

•

Lee lnsle·r • Junior • Ohio University

•
•

''Now that I'm registered with Norrell
Temporary Services I can bank on
getting work assignments that will fit
my schedule and broaden my
'previous employment' credentials.
This·'on-the-job' experience will
especially pay off once I've earned
my degree and my search for a permanent position.''

r

SOMC(S, INC.

•
857·9110
ORLANDO

644·3934
WINTER PARK
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ADJUNCT
FROM PAGE 1
adjunct is generally allowed to teach." Occasionally, they are hired to teach three classes,
which is the same load that many permenent
faculty members carry.
Bolte said, "(Adjuncts) sre not expected to
serve on committees, do administrative tasks
or accomplish service or research activities."
Departments do not require these teachers to
advise or counsel students other than those
in their classes. But according to Wellman,
adjuncts often do the equivalent of a permanent faculty member.
Adjunct professors are paid approximately
the same as fsculty on the instructor level but
less than assistant professors, Bolte said.
Because adjuncts are not hired on a salary
scale, they do not get the same raises and
benefits that a permenent faculty member
does.
Bolte said that the number of faculty posi-

SENATE
FROM PAGE 1
Lay Advisor. Some of the lay
advisor's duties consist of
representing students in the
various disciplinary proceedings.

•

Some of the justice's from
the Judicial Council introduc-

tions allowed at a state university is limited
by the Board of Regents and the Florida
Legislature. Ron Stubbs, of the BOR budget
department, said that the number of permanent and regular faculty is based mainly on
enrollment at the specific university.
Stubbs said that many universities choose
to hire adjuncts for many years. "They are
selected because they are highly qualified in
the field," he said. Because many adjuncts
hold jobs outside the university, they can only be hired part time as an adjunct.
However, adjuncts often apply for regular
faculty positions, according to Bolte. Some
adjuncts have worked at UCF for up to ten
years. Dr. Phil Crant of the foreign language
department, is an adjunct professor looking
for a permanent position. He said that there
is no opportunity for permanent employment
at UCF. Since his job is considered temporary, "there are not guarantees of future
employment," he said,

Auxiliary does more
than sodas

the services at the end of the
year.
Student support keeps
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
the auxiliary service on campus.
Vending machines are comThe UCF Auxiliary Service
provides printing and ven- missioned from companies
ding machines, food service like Coca-Cola and Wometco.
areas and the book store for These machines are owned
and maintained by these comstudents.
Dick Scott, director, says · panies. If students have any
quick copy machines are plac- problems they should call
ed in high traffic areas around 275-2624 or go to Room 362
campus. Machines are found in the Administration
in all academic buildings and building.
the library. The service also
Several students do contact
has a copy shop, located .in the services for their refunds.
the administration building, Scott said even though they
for organization and stude~t try to keep the machines in
good condition, they have
UCF Police Chief Ron use.
ed themselves to the senate,
including Chief Justice Nick Seacrist spoke briefly on their . Scott said, "The nature of several pages of refunds each
week.
pa~t support of such pro- the auxiliary means that it is
Athanason.
Student Government keeps
grams as the Student Escort self-supporting. No state.
Dr .. Jeff Butler, UCF's Patrol · Service-SEPS, and funds are given to the service the auxiliary serVice in touch
debate team coach and long others which have- con- to support it.'' The srvice with the student body.
time student government ad- tributed to the 18 percent must maintain a certain ''Mainly we are available and
visor, was also honored at the drop in crime at the universi- amount of profit t9 do special accessible to the students if
meeting. Butler has been the ty since Seacrist took over in projects each year, according they have any suggestions
to Scott. All profit is related to this area," Scott
senate's· ·parliamentary ad- 1982.
budgeted and put back into said.
visor for twelve years. ·
by Cindy Brown

·Get off your

rocker. Don't
take old age
sitting down"
•

STAMP
OUT

I

INFLAnON!
For the price of a postage stamp,
you can get a FREE copy of this booklet
about the causes of inflation. and
what you can do to help stop it. Write now!

r---------,
Ma.ii this coupon to:

I "Doll,.,.. and Seme"
I Pueblo,Colorado81009
I

I
I

~

~~

I
~ . •

N • .,..

1 .......

I

I

I

I ""
I ,,...

~~

I

I
.... I

L--------~· .J
We. can all beat

inflation if we just use our
doUars ana sense.

-

t1963 AdolphCoOfsCo<rponv. Golden.Coloroda 6il401 . &ewerol Fine QuolilvBeers Snee 1673

~-.,;
!!£):4-
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)! Fox Hunt Lanes
*A TREMENDOUS INVESTMENT:
• Purchase price $53,900
305-282-4393
• Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied)
• No closing costs
• $430/mo. P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5% interest rate
first year
One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
model open daily Monday-Saturday, 10AM6PM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM

Aloma

e

fl
~

~
~
~~
1-------------1

~ ~ &... . .
~

~

FOX HUNT LANES

rJ)

j

*

•

After hours: (305) 422-1111
• Vaulted ceilings
• Open, spacious floor plan
• Large master bedroom suite
• Cable TV available
•Sparkling skylights
• Charming loft

O>lonial

INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is ideally located close to UCF, Westinghouse and the new East Martin Marietta plant Single
units to q~adraplexes are available with low-down financing.
*Sale price $53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percentage rate first year. Note accrual rate indexed to 6-month Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.

· Goodman-Payton CB
associates, inc.

•

•

FULTOA·

•

•
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Space Shuttle laun.ches original ideas
•

~Y

Mitch Vames

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

•

Illuminating the early morning sky
, like a giant roman candle, the Space
Shuttle Challenger and its crew of
seven blasted away from Kennedy
Space Center's Launch Complex 39-A
at 7:03 a.m. Oct. 5.
·

and Leestma ventured into the
obscurity of space long enough to
simulate the transferring of satellite
fuels. The three-hour mock fuel
transfer was a trial run of -the real
thing which will allow satellites · to
live longer and more productive lives.

Satellite, or ERBS. Part of a threesatellite experiment, the ERBS is
designed to provide the most .complete coverage to date of the energy
that is emitted, received and reflected
between the Earth and sun. The
ERBS was successfully deployed
from Challenger by astronaut Sally
Ride about eleven hours into the mission and is operating perfectly, according to.ground controllers at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center. ·

Commanded by. four-time Shuttle
veterlµl Bob Crippen, the record-size
41-G crew includes Pilot Jon
The Shuttle Imaging Radar experiMcBride, Mission Specialists David ment, SIR-B, is a _modified version of
Leestma, Sally Ride, and Kathy an experiment flown previously on
Sullivan. Payload Specialists are STS-2. Comprised of a 35 by 7 foot
Canadian astronaut Marc Garneau · antenna, a digital ·handling system
and U.S. oceanographer Paul Scully- and an optical recorder, the SIR-B
Power.
package has transmitted
photographic radar images of the
. Essentially an Earth studying mis- Earth to scientists throughout th~
sion, the 41-G .flight features a · mis~ion. N>le to penetrate through
number of experiments that scien- almost any type of weather or surface
tists hope will help them better conditions, the SIR-B is recording
understand the weather patterns that pictures which may reveal ancient
affect our planet.
river valleys and lost cities buried
beneath the Earth's surface. The SIRThe primary payload for the eight- B investigation also includes studies
day mission was the world climate of coastal land forms, icebergs,
studying Earth Radiation Budget meteo_r impact craters and other sub-

NEWS
FROM PAGE 7
either the Instructional Resources department or
by the Communications department. For this
reason UCF News cannot be planned into budget.
Jacquie Gregrey, producer of UCF News, feels
that negotiations now going on will alleviate some
of the money problems for the news program. ''We
still have problems to iron out though. ·One of the

jects of interest to archaeologists,
geologists, oceanographers ~d land
use investigators.
Other experiments aboard
Challenger measured the amount of
industrial waste and gases that
escape the E~th's atmosphere and
. evaluated any changes that may have
occ~ed in their composition.
A.mong the more notable
achievements of the mission was the
first spacewalk by an · American
woman. Mission Specialists SUlli van

big ones is having more access to equipment we
need, such as mini-cams, edit bases.and the control
room. UCF News is · in constant competition with
the T.V. and radio majors who need this equiptment for their classes;" said Gregrey.
One idea held by UCF News is that the equiptment they need be accessible to them on the
weekends . .''As of now, no one can use the ~quip
ment needed because the i:oom is not staffed on
weekends. The equipment is in the library seven

Other firsts recorded during the
41-G flight include: the largest manned space mission in history, the first
flight to include two women, the first
crewman· to fly a fourth Shutt!e mis:
sion, the first flight of a Canadian
astronaut, first demonstration of a
satellite refueling in.. space, and ·the
first flight with a reentry profile
crossing the eastern United States. ·
Despite the threat of Hurricane
Josephine and related weather, mission officials remain confipent that
Challe~ger · will land at Kennedy
Space Center at 12:23 p.m. Saturday.
Due to the high inclination of its orbit, Challenger will ·soar into KSC
from the northeast, passing just east
of Daytona Beach. However, the craft
may be visible from Orlando skies a
few minutes before touchdown.

days a week, so why is it not in use seven days a
week?'' said .Gregrey.
In the future, the success -0f the UCF News loolcs
promising and one objective must not be forgotten,
that this program is set up for the process of learning. "If I had one major goal to attain from all Qf
this, it would be to have a student who has learned
enough from this program to be able to direct the
UCF News on the level of one of the local
~etworks,'' -f?.¢d Mqrgan.
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Cambridge Circle
Save Your Parents Money...
Live In A New TownhOme For Them

-

Your parents really can save money
with your help. We can help you
show them how.

4

..

Bedroom ·
13• • 11•

Only $2,500 Down Payment
Only $1,000 Deposit with ContractWe Pay Closing Costs

Living Room
11°.150

Bedroom
13 4

Ovt:lr $5,000 Tax Write-Off

•

11•

•

Save 52,000, Contract befor~ 10/15/84

.
•.

.

..

'·

.

.

.

Immediate Occupancy Available··

.

.

. .·
.· . ··:

•

GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

..

Standard Features
Dishwasher, Range, Microwave
Refridgerator, Washer, Dryer
Alarm System, Drapes &. more.

.

..

.

RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW

;t,
:)

.

.JO
~·

'

A few new units are still available for rent,
for information on units or roommates call .
Caryl Stevens 277-0493
University Blvd.

UCF
"i
·c

...

Ca~bridge Circle

>< j

ca

:c
S.R. SO
All closing. costs included but limited
to 3 total mortgage points.
Estimated tax write-off after 1st
12 months of ownership.

Sales Information CallJohn Nauman or David Parker
(305) 273-0990
Advantage Development Corporation
•

Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri
Weekends by
Appointment

.,

.

---

Classified
•

for sale

roommate

help wanted

Ladies small wetsuit $25, plus
brand new Walkman with cassette
$80. Call 671-8090.

Furnished rm. w/afl utils. M or F.
Non-smoker. 5250/mo. plus $50
dep. East or Tusk. 671-6355.

Need office receptionist, part time
or full time. Light typing. Good personality. Call . 896-3005 after 4
p.m.

Nine piece sectional. Sl 50. Call
568-2253 after 6 p.m.
Marantz 3-way speakers. 60 watts
per ch. $90/pair, wetsuits, '78 .
Toyota liftback, best offer over
$800. 281-1682.
Answer machine, yours for $70.
Great deal. Hurry! Call 275-8919.
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
todayl
ca1·1
1-312-742-1142 ext.689.

for tent

•

Furnished, spacious 2 bd. 2 bth.
across from UCF. Central air and
heat. 2-3 people $400. 4 people
5425. 273-0768. No pets.
For Rent. New 1,2, and 3 bdrm.
patio villas with 2 car garages. E.
Colonial at East-West Expressway.
282-3275.

"

•
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Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450/mo. Call Lanita. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.

Male or female roommate. New 3
bdrm. house 3 miles from UCF.
Quiet area. Avail. immed.
282-5681. $200 or neg.
Roommate wanted to share 3
bed. 2 bath. home In Winter Park.
$235/mo. plus utll. Day 660-1984.
Ask for Martha.

Female to share 3 bd/1 1/2 bthd
with 2 other females. Sl 25/mo. plus
1/3 utll . Non-smoker. South
Goldenrod Rd. 646-5651. M..:.F.
Roommate needed to share large
two bedroom, two bath apartment. · Non-smoker preferred. Has
all appliances, own room, bath.
Rent 5198/mo. plus 1/2 utilities. N.
Semoran Blvd. Call Shawn
678-7950.

wanted
Need wetsuit for med.-lg. frame
male. Call 647-3533 after 6 p.m.

1--------------1

personal

OK, OK, so this is an unusual way to
· meet someone-but like in the
movie "Risky Business" you
sometimes have to say 'What the
... " Fun Intelligent, handsome male
grad. student, 25, seeks female to
accompany him dining out.
movies, beach, club, etc. Respond
New duplexes. Two bdrm./2 bath.
creat.i vely-give
descripAll kitchen appliances. Ready to .
tion/phone. Box 112, 1175 N. Orlanmove Into. $400 per month. Call
do Ave., Winter Park. Fl. 32789.
644-3982.

U11lverslty Hylands. Brand new two
bedroom/two bath, w/alr • deluxe
· appliances. S400/mo. Also a
semi-furnished unit $425/mo. Call
275-2004, 644-9911 or 695-3782.

other
Reward offered for the return of
my silver and gold striped watch
made by Austin lost between
Adm. and Lot 1. Please coll Lynda
at 422-3512.

Dear Anonymous Democrats: Your
card was in bad taste. Profanity
lends your argument against
Regan no credence-it only tarnishes YOUR Image so continue to
send me childish cards... I am only
that. much more a determined
Republican! Adamantly yours, Kay
Craven, Recording Sec., UCF College Republicans.

DELTA TAU· DELTA FRATERNITY IS REORGANIZING. All MEN INTERESTED
IN JOINING US CALL 275-4364-0R
678-0121.

Advertise in
Florida's #1
ColleglQte
Newspaper

Tutoring
Algebra, Trig., Bus. Cale., Stats., Call
Jeff at 282-4875. .
Stop dreaming! You can work In
motion
pictures.
Call
805-687-6000 ext. 4628.

Call 275·2865

Part and full time help needed for
installing open office systems and
miscellaneous projects. Call at
291-0921.

SKI FOR LESS! Sunchase Tours
winter "Break From the Books" to
Steamboat for a week from $144.
Hurry! Call Sunchase Tours toll free
for
more
information,
1-800-321-5911, within Colorado
1-800-621-8385 ext. 302, local
303-493-6703 or contact a Sunchase Campus Representative or
your local travel agency, today!

Appointment setter needed. From
qualified lists set appointments
between classes. My phone or
yours. 54/appolnt. Call Ms Berkson
at 33.1-8339.

Help needed for home cleaning
service. Flexible hours and good
starting pay. Must have car and
phone. Call 671-7463.
· Help wanted. Part or full time. Flexible hours. Day and night shifts. No
exp. needed. 3.50/hr. start-3.75 In
3 wks ..25 more for night shift. Sunny Waterbeds and Accessories
Inc. Call 339-4327.

CALL 629·5480 or 365·"4863

Prof.
typing/translations
(Eng.-Span.) 20 yrs. exp. Foreign
elements typewriter. Fast, quality
work. Call Annie 282-2161.

lYPISTS NEEDED
Can you type? Are you good with
grammar? Do you need extra
cash? Call WORDMASTERS at
277-3980.

CRAWFORD lYPING SERVICES
Fast-Accurate-Reasonable. All
types of work. Large job discount.
Resumes $4. Near UCF. 282-0289
after 6 p.m.

TYPING-WORD PROCESSING

Quality print, proofed af)d edited.
Two Locations.

RESUMES
Deslgnedflyped-657-0079.

services

Need typing done? Call Stacy.
Day 282-0207. Eves 282-0923.
Next day service.

Exp. mother will keep young
children In her Alfaya Troll home.
Reasonable rates. Call 273-7672.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

Silk flowers and weddings and all
occasions. Reasonable prices.
Call Ann or Mary 275-3869.

A ABLE lYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed 100% Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywrlters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees · for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.
ATIENTION
PROFESSORS
1
Word
processing
service
available for book writers.
282-9051
Beverly.
Leave
message.
QWERTY INC, LTD.

Crew person needed for hot air
balloon business. Need to be
available approx. ·6:30-9:30 a.m.
Mostly weekends and some
weekdays. Balloon ride In lieu of
payment. Call 682-8959.

GOVERNMENT JOBS.
$16,559 -$50,553/yr.
Call
805-68 7-6000 ext. R-1000.
Work per your schedules. No car,
no selling. Call 275-6593 for interview.
·

A word processing service for
fast, accurate, professional typing of term papers, reports,
thesis, resumes. Mulll·prlnt sizes,
styles. Spelllng checker. Plck·up
and delivery.
Call after 6 p.m.788·9097
F
R
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typists
Professional Typist. Experienced In
all work incl. medical and legal.
UCF empt. 1 mi. north. Marti
365-6874.
Cathy's Professional Typing service. Able to make any docmt.
appear neat. Term papers, master
thesis, doctorates, resumes. Reas.
rates. Pick up and deliver; will proof. Choice of type styles. Call
695-7940.

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. Confidential.
lndividuai counceling. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp . Dally/Sat . a.m. Call
425-8989.
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS--ABORTION
SERVICES. Low-cost Birth Control
services. Privacy, confidentiality
guaranteed. Guest speakers
available. Director is UCF grad.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or long
distance
call
free
1-800-432-8517.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
- cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Orcanization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

F
R
E
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WORDMASTERS
~

"The overnight cure for
the term paper blu~s"

D
A
FAST
E
L
DEPENDABLE
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE I

v

E
R

277-3980

y

WORDMASTERS

EXPERT lYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelllng, grammar,
punc., and editing Included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 6 78-1386.

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker service

2233 .LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405

Typing-Word Processing-Fast Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
.campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.

Spanky

by Carl McKnight
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Guest commentary
t

I

I

I
Ii

VICKI
WHITE

CREIG
EWING
FROM -THE MOUTHS OF
KNIGHTS: The lead story. in last
week's Future concerned the problems at UCF's library. It seems
that students are being too noisy,
and vandals have broken five copy
machines there. Library administrators are getting pretty fed
up, so don't be -surprised if you are
handed a brown robe and asked to
repeat a vow of poverty, chastity
and obedience the next time you
walk into the library. All the copy·
ing will be done with qUm pens.
Come to think of it, the city of
Winter Park solved the problem of
noisy, destuctive youths by putting
up barricades on Park A venue.
Something to consider ... Not only
can't students keep their mouths
shut, apparently they need someone
to look after their finances. Enter
the financial aid folks who will begin
putting all the aid students receive
in an account and subtracting the
debts run up at UCF. If there is
anything leftover they will mail it.
And you thought it took a long time
to.get a check now. Pardon me, but
doesn't financial aid cover more
than tuition? A 24-hour teller would
· be much more convenient, thank
you.
NUCLEAR MEDICINE: Ivy
Leaguers are a fun bunch. Brown
University students had a petition
put on the ballot for student council
elections to determine whether. the
health center could stock cyanide
pills so students ~ould commit
suicide during a nuclear war. Life
without lzod apparently isn't worth
living. Seriously, what is the label
going to say? Take two in case of .
nuclear attack. Do not refill. Keep
out of reach of well-adjust~d individuals? ... Speaking of suicidal,
Oct. 1 was a sad day. One of our
favorite gripes was dealt what could
be a severe blow when a new
. 436-parking lot opened up behind
the portables. At least we can take
· · some solace in the fact that it is
located in the general vicinity of
Bithlo. Moaning about how far we
have to walk to class is better than
· ·not moaning at all. Maybe Disney
· World would be kind enough to
donate a tram or two.
FRONT PAGE STRIP: This
reporter was disappointed to here
that the 17th Student Senate con·
vened last Tuesday with plans to
have a productive year. There was
not even a single stripper in attendance. Come on, folks. We're running stories about people talking too
loud at the library on the front page,
for gosh sakes. How about a little
controversy like last year? Long
distance rates are cheapest after 11
p.m., President Sowinski ... If the SG
is really planning on being effective
this year, the most popular thing
they could do would be to throttle
those clowns pretending to be disc
jockeys at the Student Government
kiosk...

This past week, students have
been getting '·'involved" in politics
by registering to vote. This is a dandy year to start, what with all the
fur flying and the mudslinging going
on.
While .the mudslinging does make
for a few chuckles and some lively
conversations, it isn't becoming to
either party. I thought such things
were left behind as one approached
puberty. The headline in Wednes·
day's Orlando Sentinel was a real
killer-"At least he didn't drool." It
was a quote taken from a California
Democrat, and he was talking about
Reagan~s performance in the
Presidential debates Tuesday night.
If that was not enough to really
When the youthful Seventeenth Student Senate dumped a put the icing on the cake, this one
bill providing funds for a mock election, they blew a fantastic came whipping by me while I was
opportunity to show every politician from the local level on up watching T.V. Wednesday night:
that UCF can asser_t some political power. Moreover they sent , Reagan claims that Mondale uses
a bigger sign to those same politicians that UCF is a political . more makeup. Come on guys, let's
stick to the issues and quit the
pushover.
b.s'ing around.
· For a mere $250 the senate could have gotten tens of
Well, at any rate, back to the
thousands of dollars worth of positive publicity. Publicity that students who have been li?tjng up to
could undoubtedly make not only student government, but the be enfranchised. It's good to see so
many young people getting involved
entire uitjversity look like a real voting block.
Some of the reasons for not funding the project were not for a change. The only problem is
without merit. Granted, this university has the lousiest tur- that not all of these students may
aware of what it means to be able
nouts forits own elections and granted~ that $250 may be more be
to vote·. They may join one party 01;
beneficial in the future. One never knows when the Interna- vote for a particular candidate
tional Society of Playdough Engineers or some other worthy because it is fashionable, it's what
group may want to go to Fort Lauderdale and sink a their friends have done, or what
their parents told them to do.
playdough canoe to the glory of UCF.
Voting is·a right mandated by the
But $250 is a small price to pay for something which could
Constitution. It is not somethiiig to
make this university politically credible. The ·fact that it has be taken lightly, like wearing
never been tried before at UCF makes such a project even more "Wayfarer" sunglasses.just because
worthwhile. As it is politicians already in office or in a position the rest of the world is doing it. You
to help the university could probably-care less about what hap· may say, 'well, it's just one little
pens here. But if the students asserted themselves in such a vote, so why get excited about it,"
but stop and think about that. What
way, these politicians would have little choice but recognize.
if 15 million other people -felt the
Last year a senator proposed a bill to put street lights along same way? This could de~tely inAlafaya Trail; a worthy endeavor. But why ·should the · fluence the outcome of the situation.
students have to pay for such a project? Surely a word here or
Being ill-informed is not much bet·
there to the right people at the right levels in goveril}llent ter. Voting for a candidate just
because you like the way he looks or
could put lights up.
Such words have been uttered as a matter of fact, bu.t because your parents or friends are
nothing has or ever will come out of it until the students make voting for him is not a wise decision.
Who you vote for is your business,
some noise. What better way to make noise than by having an not your friends', not your parents'.
election of some kind, representative of the ·attitudes of the Pick up the papers and read them
student body.
once in awhile. But don't stop there.
I interviewed a Florida ·Supreme Court Justice recently, and Take a look at the various
when I introduced myself and told him where I was from he magazines, both conservative and
responded typically-"What? Where?" However when I told liberal, and see what they have to
say about the candidates. You also
how many students we packed into the confines of this institu- get
another chance at seeing the
tion his eyebrows rose in . surprise. ''Almost 17 ,000? Hey, candidates in action in the presiden·
where are you located, I'd like to drop by sometime."
tial debates Oct. 21, in case you
missed them this week. Pay atten·
All I can do is hope he didn't waste his gas.
tion, and try to swallow your disapS. Mikell Rhodes
Pamela Glmson
pointment at missing your -favorite
Editor In Chief
Business Manager
car chase. You may learn something.
Robert Molpus
Vicki White
Above all, think about what you
copyright 1984
· Production Manager are doing. Don't just drag yourself
Managing Editor
Jeff Glick
Jennifer Machtel
up to the polls as if voting is such
Art Director
News Editor
Edltorlal 275·2601
an odious ta-sk, and vote 'just to get
Richard Truett
Timothy K. Barto
Business 275·2865
it over with.' Weigh all the pros and
Features Editor
Photography Editor
cons in your mind and pick the best
Kevin E. Kelley
Don Wittekind
person for the job. Don't go with the
Sports Editor
Adve"rtising Manager attitude of 'why bother-there's no
Letters to the editor must be typed and must include the author's signature, major and phone number. All letters ore subone worth voting for anyhow.' There
jeCI lo editing and become the copyrighted property ol The Future . II cause Is shown. the writer's name will be withheld
upon request.
are worse things to put up with.
You could have no choice at all.
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D America misguided ·
Editor:

•

•

•

•

There is a cons1prracy afoot in the land, a
cancerous cell in the body politic. This malady is so
serious that it goes beyond the field of partisan
politics and strikes to the core of American
democracy. We are currently witnessing a
phenomenon that was formerly thought to be confined to the unfortunate countries of the Third
World. This is not a conspiracy of communists,
Jewish bankers, homosexuals, atheists, and tll;e
Trilateral Commission; this is a conspiracy · of
dunces.
The American people are championing a man
who apparently has not the wit to comprehend the
gravity of the issues which he confronts. This man
repeatedly confuses fact with fantasy and covers it
all with a winning smile. His "leadership" consists
largely of supporting his underlings when their incompetence or unethical behavior comes to light.
This is a wonderful quality in a friend; it has no
place in the Presidency.
Ronald Reagan promised to increase defense
spending, cut taxes, and balance the federal budget
at the same time. The pundits said it was impossible. They have been proven correct. All the cuts in
domestic progra111:s hav~ been nullified by the enormous military budget and unevenly dispersed tax
breaks, leaving the government to live off a deficit
so large that it almost defies comprehension. And
all the while Reagan sails merrily along, with the
blessings of the galley slaves. Now, to add insult to
injury, he supports a constitutional amendment to
require every succeeding president to fuifill the promise that Reagan himself could not keep: a balanced budget. This is not only rank hypocrisy; in the
context of politics, it is demogoguery.
A recent poll indicates that six out of ten people
who oppose Reagan on most major issues still plan
to vote for him. These people must be either
masochistic or woefully ignorant of the princip~es
of representative democracy. In any event, one
does n<?t have to trav_el too far along this course to

LETTERS
foresee the utter degradation of democracy as an
operative word in American politics. Another four
years may be too much. My fellow Americans, we
may be in serious trouble.
·
David Ogden
Arts and Sciences

q Silent majority speaks

agent. The current union, UFF, and to some extent
the alternative union, F AC, have both received considerable coverage in The Future.
We would like to speak for what we consider to be
the "silent majority" of UCF faclllty. We feel many
foe •lty do not support UFF or F AC and would
prefer no union representation. We reeently mailed
a flyer to all faculty on campus expressing our
Views on the subject: Because of an oversight, we
failed to identify ourselves on the flyer. Additionally, we have been unsuccessful in convincing your
news department to talk with faculty who favor a
"no agent" vote. We hope this letter will encourage
more discussion of this issue on campus and en~
courage your staff to research this matter. Also we
hope this letter will identify us as members ·of the
"silent majority".

Editor:
As faculty members at UCF, we have been concerned about the lack of balance in your coverage of
the upcoming union election for faculty. This election allows faculty to decide between representa~
tion by UFF, alternative union, FAC or having no

John Cheney
Naval Modani
Ted Veit
Department of Finance
College of Business

•

..---WELCOME.to~1Uller<1Lme
At Miller Brewing Company . we're proud of our commitment to
c,ampus programming at UCF. You'll see us as a sponsor of
some of the biggest event~ on campus-- froin the Ski-Lite trip to
Snowshoe W.Va., to the free concerts of the Miller Rock Series,
to Homecoming 1984. We're active on campus and glad to be a
part of it .

..

Get to know Carl McKnight, Miller campus representative. With
his three years as campus rep he has the experience and knowhow to help your cause, from a small party to a major fun~tion .
As campus .representative , he's here to serve you.

.t

_Car.I McKnight
Schenck Company, Orlando distributors of Miller, Lite,
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • PUBLIC DEFENDER• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
A NEW CLOSE-CONTACT, SELF ACTIVATING ASSULT DETERENT EASY TO USE, LASTS. A
LIFETIME, PLUS FREE REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
Unlike other defenses needing periodic maintenance or replacement, Public Defender II is effective for a
lifetime. There's nothing to wear out. Since it is so durable and·effective, we offer a free freplacement.

PROTECTION FOR ALL ADULT AGE GROUPS···AGAINST
• PHYSICAL ASSAULT • RAPE e CHILD THEFT • PURSE' SNATCHING
Date
Name - - -- · -- - - - t~dci rr-ss -- - - - - -·--· ___ --· ·-

Simply fill out this order form, personal checks or money orders are acceptable, and
mall to:
SAM'S INDUSTRIES, INC. P.O. BOX 38009, ORLANDO FL 32819-0009
A Lifetime of protection tor only 518.95 Florido residents odd 5% soles tax. Add shlpplnc and handling.
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The Public Defender ia the most
effective deterrent on today's 111orket.
Once the unit is in a cocked pooition
it is comfortably held in the owner's
hand and it is ectiviated by the owner
merely closing his or her hand. Once
the instrunient is applied, it locks
into place and appliea an unmeasured
Re111oval is
amount of preseure.
difficult.
This, of course, allows
tirae for the victim to escape.
When
the attacker
finally
removes the
instru111ent, he is not harmed and there
is no lasting damage.
We recc1TV1end
that the instrument be applied to the
forearm.
Due to the fact that each
instrunient hes serial nullbers it can
be easily traced back to the owner.
This is especially use ful es per the
pi:esideot 's task fore~ on victinis of
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DURING OCTOBER WE WILL CHOOSE BETWEEN
HAVING A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
· OR NO CONTRACT AT ALL
A VOTE FOR NO AGENT IS A VOTE FOR NO CONTRACT.
A VOTE FOR FAG IS A VOTE FOR NO CONTRACT.

.

A VOTE FOR THE UNI.TED FACULTY OF FLORIDA
IS A VOTE FOR THE CONTINUED GROWTH OF OUR CONTRACT.

KEEP OUR CONTRACT!
VOTE FOR THE

UNITED FACULTY OF FLORIDA
.

f

•

UCFCHAPTER
275-2300
213 South Adams Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
(904) 224-8220

•
UNITED FACULTY OF FLORIDA
THE HIGHER EDUCATION AFFILIATE OF THE
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION AND THE
FLORIDA TEACHING PROFESSION-NEA

~Future
•
•
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The Cinema Committee will be presenting Young
Frankenstein this Friday and Sunday in the Student Center Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. Drafthouse
style refreshments will be available.

Tickets for the UCF Homecoming Concert starring
comedian Robert Klein are now on sale. Robert
Klein will perform Friday, October 26 at 8:00
p.m. in the UCF gym. The Starz Band will also
perform. Tickets are available at Select-A-Seat
outlet~. UCF Student Government and UCF
Bookstore. Students are $7, faculfy, staff and
alumni are $9, and general public is S13.

•
•
•

Cheek to Cheek (644·2060)· At the Villa Nova.
839 N. Orlanqo Avenue, Winter Park. Clay Gatton and Magic will appear at 9 p.m. TuesdayS at u rd a y.
J.J. Whispers (629·4779)· 904 Lee Road is open
nightly. Whispers Showroom features a live
band, Tuesdays-Saturdays. Video Ballroom
entertainment in Shouts, from 9 p.m.
· Wednesdays-Saturdays.
,
Park Avenue (629·1110)· 4315 North Orange
Blossom Trail, Orlando. Contemporary music
Tuesdays and Thursdays-Saturdays.
Point After Lounge (273·9600)· 11599 East Colonial Drive is open nightly with music, MondaysSaturdays. Concert· info: On October 17, Eddie
Money Concert. Tickets are $8 .
Rosie O'Grady's Goodtlme Emporium
(42~·2434)· 129 West Church Steet in Church
Street Station, Downtown Orlando. Shows are
nightly at 7:30, 9:30 and 11:45 with Dixieland
music by the Goodtime Jazz Band.

Movies
•

"

Altamonte Mall (834·3334)· Ghostbusters and
Teachers.
Fashion Square (896·2571)· A Soldier's Story (in
The Wild Life, Purple Rain,
two theaters),
Tightrope, and Red Dawn.
Interstate 6 (831·3050)· Places In The Heart (in
two theaters), Tharlap, All Of Me, Songwriters,
The Warrior and the Sorceress.
Parkwood Plaza (293·4753)· All Of Me and
Teachers.
PHH Theatre (894·8021)· Irreconcilable Dif
ferences and The Exterminator II.
Twenty·Flrst Century (896·9382)· Dark Star, Android, Satyricon, Das Boot, The Philadelphia
Story, The Natural.

Trivia Quiz

.
•

Levi Strauss and Co. is the McDonald's of the clothes industry: 50 million pairs of bluejeans
served, err sold, that is.

Levis survive
through the ages

Baseball, mom's apple pie, and... Levi's, of
_ course! What could be more American than
;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiii;i Levi's 501 jeans, created 131 years ago by
Levi Strauss for San Francisco gold miners
MILLER BEER TRIVIA QUIZ QUESTIONS
who couldn't find pants durable enough to
withstand the rigors of mining?
1) Although British car manufactures MG & Triumph
Strauss' first pair of jeans were tailored
no longer produce autos for North America,
from heavyweight brown canvas, without
they do for the rest of the world. Name l current
belt loops or back pockets, and their assigned
model for each company.
lot number was '' 501 ''. Strauss' delighted
2) Ringo Starr started his own record company.
customers just called them "Levi's". They
What was the name of the record label?
were sold stiff and oversized, and fit their
3) This Journalism Professor in the communication
owner properly after several washings.
dept. has authored a textbook that is available
In the 1850's, Strauss changed his fabric
in the UCF bookstore, who is he?
from canvas to a durable cotton made in
4) Calvin Klein has a brand of designer paper
Nimes, France. This fabric was called "serge
towels that can only be purchased through the
de Nimes" - hence, our word "denim". As for
mail from a special company at $100.00 a
the word "jeans", it was originally "genes", a
roll.Tor F.
term _u sed by the French to identify sailors

I

from Genoa who wore heavy cotton pants. It
was also during this period of time that
Strauss began using i_ndigo dye on his product.
Progress couldn't be halted, and Levi's
underwent several changes over the next few
decades. 'fhe famous Levi's trademark was
stitched onto the jeans, as was a leather
patch showing two horses trying to pull apart
a pair of Levi's. Copper rivets were added
when gold miners complained that the
pockets ripped under the strain of "nuggets
bigger'n your thumb."
Levi's popularity was really on the rise
when World War II came along, with its accompanying shortages of materials. Only
people in defense-related work were allowed
SEE LEVIS, PAGE 4
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Everly·Brothers reunite with album, tour

•

such groups as The Eagles
and The Byrds.

by Richard Truett

•

RJTURE STAFF WRITER

For years the tension had
been mounting; Don and Phil
Everly had been performing
since their early teens. The
· year was 1973, the place was
Knotts Berry Farm in California. Don in an angry fit of
rage, threw down his guitar
mid-way through the concert
and stormed off the stage.
That was the last time The
Everly Brothers performed
together--until September 14,
1984.

After the Knotts Berry
Farin fiasco, the brothers
reseased a few solo albums to
an indifferent world. Don and
Phil put a lot of geography
between them; Don lives in
Nash ville, Phil in Los
Angeles.

In early 1983, Phil and Cliff
Richard teamed up for a hit
single in England: ''She
Means Nothing To Me." Then
later that year, united by
phone call, the Everlys joined
forces again; their popularity
The Everly Brothers, in the had never really faded in
height of popularity produced England. They chose
a new hit single every three London's Royal Albert Hall
months for five consecutive for a number of shows. ''It
years, ending up with an in- was a reunion of a fa:Inily of
credible string of 26 top forty people who've loved music;
hits and the label rock's two generations were there
number one duo.
for those shows.''

Everly hits included "Bye
Bye Love," "Wake Up Little
Susie," "All I Have To Do Is
Dream," · "Bird Dog,"
''Devoted To You,'' and their
all-time biggest hit "Cathy's
Clown." They are credited
with influencing everyone
from The Beatles to The
Beach Boys with their harmonies. The Everly Brothers
were also to incorporate a
country sound in rock music.
This would later influence

In the summer of 1984, The
Everly Brothers recorded
their first album in over a
decade: EB '84. The album
was produced by one of the
duo's biggest fans, Dave Edmunds. The Everlys chose
Edmunds because "We like
_his style and are quite fond of
his work with the Stray Cats;
the idea of back-to-basics appeals to us, too,'' said Phil.
EB 84 features some tunes

•
•

•

•

Phil and Don Everly dominated the music scene in the late fifties and early sixties by cranking a new hit record every three months for five consecutive years.

written by Jeff Lynn of Electric Light Orchestra, Paul
McCartney, and Bob Dylan
as well as original tunes penned by Don Everly. The first
single "On the Wings of a
Nightingale,'' placed high on
the adult-contemporary
charts and is recieving considerable
airplay.
"Nightingale" features those
incredible harmonies; it is .instantly recognizable.

The shows at the Royal
Albert Hall were taped for an
H·B o special and aired in
September. It is as if the
Everlys had never been away.
Their incredible silken voices
are just as strong and clear as
ever and their music is such a
step above the generic noise
oozing from radios today.

''Rock has always been about
going for it, about innovation
and we are part and parcel to
that. I'm aware of our contribution. ·But it is important
for· the music to mature. Our
new music has the old spirit
but it also takes us step
beyond.''

,

.
..
•

About getting back
together, Phil Everly said:

"

BIKE KING

(formerly Pedals &. Pistons)

•

Cruisers • From $139.50
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Sales • Repairs • Accessories
• New • Used Bikes •
Open 7 Days

275·3976

Colonial

535 N. Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL
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Weekend Warm-up Parties
"Welcome" UCF Students
F~aturing:

e

Free Drinks for Ladies Til 11:00 pm
• 2 for 1 for Guys Til 11:00 pm
• $1.00 14oz. Draft all night long
• Free Adm. for Ladies all night long
''Proper Dress Please''

678-2976

UNIV BLVD. AND GOLDENROD RD.
In Winn Dixie Shopping Plaza

•

Pt1one 295-3 751
4315 North Orange Blossom Tri.
Just South oi' Lee Rd.

•
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'Places In The Heart' captures Field at her best
by Beth Carran

•
•

•

•
•

..
•

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Robert Benton ' s justreleased film, Places in the
Heart, featuring Sally Field,
is sure to find a place in your
heart.
Field, whom we have watched mature from the innocence
of Gidget and The Flying Nun
to the complexity of Sybil and
the determination of Norma
Rae, once again delivers the
high-standard, quality acting
that we have come to expect
from an actress ith her talent
and versatility.
Field plays Edna Spalding,
a young widow "in a · small
Texas town in the 1930's. Fin. ding herself suddenly alone in
the world, she sets out to protect and defend wha:t is hersher farmland and her two
young children. .Timid and
shy at first, against a cold and
calculating w9rld with which
she has never had to contend,
Spalding's spirit and deter·
mination see her through the
loneliness, the despair and the
financial hardships. Field
does an excellent job of
developing Spalding's inner
strength without destroying
· her gentle natiire.
The film was shot on location in W~atchie, Texas, ·
hometown .of the movie's
director and writer, Be:r~.ton,
who won to A~demy Awards

for Kramer vs. Kramer. The
stories and characters in
Places in the Heart are based
on real people from Benton's
childhood and on tales he
remembers being told .
Although Benton escaped
to "the big city" as soon as he
was old enough, the passing
of time and a trip back to
Waxahatchie with his wife
Sally inspired him to write
Places in the Heart as a
tribute to the town and people
he loved.
~ The town itself provides a
great deal of the flavor of this
film-a small southern community struggling to survive
the Depression and to deal
with an assortment of problems ranging from racial tension to a killer tornado.
Church hymns comprise
much of the musical score, indicating the underlying
religious beliefs which color
the townspeople's motives
and actions.
Many individual tUrmoils
are taking p1ace WI'thi n the
town-the love affair between
Spalding's brother·in·law and
his best friend's wife, for in·
stance. The brother-in-law is
played by Ed Harris, who ac:.
tually n;iarried Amy Madigan,
the woman wlio plays his
screen lover, on the set. No
wonder their love scenes are
so realistic!
Places in the Heart abounds
with moving, memorable
scenes. There is Spalding's

Sa IIy F'1eId.1s a strong
. poss1'b'l'ty
11 come 0 scar t·1me for her powe rfuI perf ormance .1n 'Pl aces In
,
The Heart.
first spanking of her son·his and her children extends to the role was adjusted for him.
father had always handled the Mr. Will, played by John
This unlikely little
chore-in which ·she has to ask Malkovich, their blind lodger,
the boy for llistructions. Her and to Moses, played by Dan- "family," each handicapped
son, forced to grow up quickly ny Glover, the transient black in his or her own way, unites
after his father's death, man who _convinces Spalding as a powerful team able to
solemnly
recites
the that, by growing cotton on combat most, but unfor·
necessary details, but it is her land, she can keep from tunately, not all of the forces
Spalding who suffers most of losing it. The part of Moses working against them. Each
the pain from this unpleasant was originally written for an .gafus insights about him or
older :man, but Glover gave herself while providing love
task.
The bond between.Spalding such a powerful reading that and support for each other.

The Knights Tabl~ Restaurant
Time·.Out Lounge
Located in The Quality Inn University
11731 E. Colonial Dr. 282·5074

•

A

DELTA TAU DELTA
FRATERNITY

TIME OUT LOUNGE
•

Monday ~ Friday
11:30 • 2:00 p.m. LUl)ch
Drink of the Day 1.25
Soup, Sala9 an,d Sandwich Bar
$4.25

Soup and $andwich
$3.25
Hot Chefs Special
$3.75 & up
Dinner
Early Bird Specials
5 to 7 p.m.
4 choices from $4.75
Full course meals beverag~~ ala carte
one night special available all night

Happy Hour Prices Monday
From Open to Close ·
Live Enter~nment TuesdaY: Through Saturday , .
.For Your Dancing and Listening Pleas"ure ·
Brother Good
.With Complimentary Hors D'Oeuwes
5 - 7 p.m. Mon - Fri
. Tuesday Ladies Night
·F eaturing 99¢ wine by the glass
Margaritas & Daiquiris
Monday · Friday 4p.m. - 7p.m.
Jumbo 17oz. Margaritas $1.95

~-~-----------------COUPON
_
·
$1.00 Off UCF Students And Faculty
Friday and Saturday
Friday & Saturday Seafood Buffet
Our Famous Seafood Buffet
& Sunday Morning Brunch up to 4 Persons Finest Quality Seafood in Florida
With UCF I.D.
Featuring
Senior Citizens $1.00 Off
Peel Your Own Shrimp
Sunday
Rock Shrimp
Champagne
Brunch Buffet
Fresh Shucked Oysters
Featuring
Eggs
Benedict
Ships Round of Beef
Ships
Round
of
Beef
B~oiled and Fried Fish of the Day
Baked
Sugar
Cured
Ham
Cajun Seafood Creole ·
Scrambled
Eggs
French
Toast
Plus many more entrees
Plus
Many
More
Entrees
Salad Bar
Oh Yes!
Homemade Soup, Bread and
A Multitude of Cold Salads
Cheeses, Assorted Cobblers
Bread, Cheese and Soup Table
Adults $9.95 Children $4.25
I
$6.25 Adults
Under 5 FREE
I
$3.25 Children Under 12

L-------..!J.!!.~..2.fil!EE

------.- J

WITH ROOM TO GROW! ·
An Experience in:
• Leadership • ·Personal Growth
Brotherhood. • Academic A.chieyement

·e

All those interested in joining·

CALL: 275-4364 or.·678-0121
A ·RECOGNIZED LEADER
IN THE FRArERNITY WORLD

·HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
for rent
to UCF Students,

~acuity,

and Staff

from $5.00, plus cleaning
Come to University Theatre
Costume Shop
(In person; no phone calls please)
2·5 p.m., Week of October 22·26
The _University The<itre

----

-

- --~---------------------------------------
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41 new episodes of 'The J etsons' set to air in '85
•USA Network is canning "Alive &
Well'', the exercise and diet show, in
favor of yet another video-music program titled "Heartlight': it will run
weekdays at 3 p.m.
eTBS has announced that they have
signed Bill Russell and Rick Barry to
do commentary on this fall's NBA
games.
eMike Pitt, Orlando's favorite
cosmetologist, reports that Joan Collins is soon to be out with her own line
of makeup and jewelry. At least she's

not putting out an exercise video - I
guess she's not into horror flicks.
• Ghostbusters has busted the $200
million mark in box office sales. It
looks as though it lVill enter the Top
Ten Grossers of all time by year's
end.
•There's no question that the best
new show of the season is NBC' s The
Cosby Show, it finished first in the
ratings last week with a 39 share!
eOn a similarly happy note, the
rerun of the last lrfASH episode

dication in Fall '85! I'll have to polish
up my Rosie the Robot impersonation.
e Possibly the biggest porn producJOE JERVIS
tion Hollywood has ever seen is set to
begin this month. "All Over Me"
finished 52nd.
starring Orlando's biggest actor, Paul
eAnd while we're talking about Polumbo, is reported to require
reruns -hold your stomach- Knots thousands of extras. "All Over Me"
Landing goes into national rerun syn- will also feature Kip N oil and Vivian
dication next fall.
Redbush.
•Now for some good news. 41 new eCyndi Lauper, the Bronx bombepisodes of Th~ Jetsons have been - shell, will perform at Bayfront Civic
produced by Hanna Barbara for syn- Center on Oct. 26.

ENTERTAINMENT BEAT

LEVIS
FROM PAGE 1
buy Levi's. The United States
Navy chief of the bureau of
supplies and accounts, requesting larger supplies of
Levi's and stating that "Your
efforts in producing. Navy .
dungarees are just as vital as
those of workers turning out
munitions of war." Pretty
hefty compliment!
· Although the mood of
America's youth changed
dramatically in the '60's and
'70's, their favorite mode of
attire remained the same Levi's 50l's. To ·adapt to
changing lifestyles, J;,evi 's introduced preshrunk, permanent press, white and colored
jeans, corduroys, and yes,
''Levi's for Gals.''
In the 1960's, Levi's began
their major entry into the international market. They
were soon so much in demand
that a black market
developed. Even today, a pair
of Levi's 501 's in a .Communist country may cost
$500.00 on the black market. .

""'" • ·nalb\ta\bums.
. s3•each /
Onthese or191
oREfROM

3for

Europeans, as awed by
American culture as we are by
theirs, love their Levi's 501 's
and perceive them as a symbol of American-style
freedom. Levi's are worn
shorter and tighter around
the ankles in Europe than in
America, and . women are
more likely to slip on white
socks and pumps with them
than sneakers.
The image of freedom and
non-conformity is one of the
major reasons for Levi's continuing popularity. You don't
have to conform to Levi's
501 's; after 2 or 3 washings,
they shrink to fit you. You're
properly dressed for almost
any social gathering in your
Levi's, and they give no clue
as to your social status ..Thus,
you can be _yourself - or be someone el~e. if you like!
You may think · t.ha t
freedom, independence, and
Ameriqm symbolism are
pretty lofty attrubutes to
assign to a pair of Levi's, but
consider this: a pair of the
original 501 's are on display
at the Smithsonian Institute
and also at the Louvre! Even
the highly lauded Webster's
Collegiate Dictionary includes the word "levi's" as
one of its entries. Pretty impressive endorsements, these
- not bad at all, for a "plain
old pair of jeans"!
by Beth Carran

98

$

PLUS MANY M & RECORD BAR.
CBS RECORDS
.

•

EDDY GRANT

•

MyTurnTo~~ve You

including. , G t T\me
Use It Or Lose lt/Nobod~ s ~d I)
Feel The Rhythm {Of ou

,L

MyTu'"ToLo•eVou

•

..

'

SALE ENDS OCTOBER 31ST.
LOOK FOR THE NICE PRICE STICKER ON CBS CASSEITES & LPS.
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Happiness is a cluttered, crummy room

•

by Richard Truett

piness here and there to break up the
monotony. I can honestly say that I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - k n o w where everything is in my room
While I struggle to get the door to at any given minute, except for a
my room open, shoving vast amounts Dalmati~ that I have not seen since
of debris out of the way, a voice sometime in the late 70's.
The last time I vacuumed, in 1982,
similar to Clara Peller's rings through
my head: "Clean your room." I am the vacuum cleaner, after navigating
glad the voice is only · imaginary, the confines of my room, belched
because I like having a room that rather loudly and died of something
looks "lived in."
doctors would invariably liken to
It is one thing to harbor a vast atheriosclerosis. Nowadays, I can
assortment of dishes and glasses that hear the vacuum prowl outside my
have many interesting types of exotic door and be secure in the knowledge
fungus and bacteria spewing forth, that it will not venture into my room.
something I am not guilty of.
There is some degree of order top
I put forth the modest proposal my room: an extra large British flag
that our world is too uniform and is hanging straight and proud; Mr.
ordered and that we need a little slop- Spock overlooks thi~ s~mi-disaster
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•

•

•

•

.

51

.

area with an uplifted eyebrow and
sort of half smile, the Vulcan way of
expressing approval.
Dirty clothes are strewn about with
reckless abandon while clean ones are
folded neatly and placed on the floor.
This arrangement can be fun,
especially when you are late for a date
and looking frantically .for two socks
that match.
I suppose what I really need is
some domineering woman to step into
my life and impose martial law~-like
women do-- and then I will join the
ranks of henpecked men -everyone,
self-consciously picking up after
myself for fear dinner will be

withheld.
There are many advantages to having a not-so-clean room. I usually offer my room when company comes in
from out of town only because I know
that my room is uninhabitable. Then
there is .the joy of discovering things
lost for great lengths of time.
Until the day comes when I am
forced into excessive conformity by
cleaning up after myself, I am going
to bask in my sloppiness. And if there
is one thing that I can say that I have
gotten away .with it is not keeping a
neat room. Sometime~ I wonder how
fate-will extract its inevitable dues'
from ine.

NEED TO GET AWAY FROM IT ALL?
SEE

-Juniper Springs
OCALA NATIONAL FOREST
• 1.0% Discount on all Canoe Rentals
with any UCF l.D. call ·for Reservations
• See Florida Wildlife at its Best
-• Picnic Tables, Swimming, and B.B.Q.
Available
• Experience our Nature Trail

(904)

625~2808

Ocala Nat'I Forest
St. RD 40
(22 miles E. of Silver Spgs)

UCF

'

WUCF·FM
has .the following position available
20 hours per week
Station Engineer/Technical Assistant

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26

ROBERT KLEIN
8 PM · UCF GYM.
in a special
UCF Homecoming
Performance
also ...

Starz Band
Sponsored by
UCF Alumni Association, P.A.C.
and Student Government
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Success_destroyed Buffalo Springfield
Messina singlehandedly finished the
alpum entitled Last Time Around.

by Richard Truett

After a roadside conference, the foursome decided to jam to see what
would happen. The result was Buffalo
Springfield, taken from the name of a THE SIXTIES
popular
bulldozer:
Few people know that America had
a chance to usurp the almighty
onset each member of the band had
Beatles with a super group of her
own: Buffalo Springfield. Consider
Their first national tour with the different ideas about how their sound
the original members: Richie Furay, Beach Boys caught a lot of attention; should be. The two lead guitarists,
Neil Young, Jim Messina, and their sound was diversified, coun- Young and Stills, clashed often and
Stephen Stills.
·
trified and electrified. They perform- there was much friction between the
ed a folk song here, a ballad there, and two. Their second album, Buffalo Spra rocker tossed in for good measure. ingfield Again, contained such
The story of Buffalo Springfield is There ?.-as little musical ground that . classics as "Broken Arrow,"
"Bluebird" and "Rock and Roll
a sad one. It is the classic story of per- they could not cover.
Woman.'' Another tour and more fricsonality clashes, artistic differences
tion ensued.
and adjusting to the recording studio
after becoming a top notch live baJ?.d.
In 1967, Buffalo Springfield landed
in the top ten with a tune written by
Stills "For What It's Worth (Stop,
In the middle of their third album,
In a Los Angeles traffic jam in the Hey What's That Sound)."
the band suddenly dissolved. Furay' s
spring of 1966, two singing ~itarists
budding songwriting abilities fanned
Then the problems set in. From the the fire between Young and Stills.
ran into two Canadian musicians.

ROCK·N·ROLL

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Giant Clearance Sale
I

•

Cadillac Clothes at Cfievrolet Prices
Ladies' I Mens' I Childrens' Clothes
Something for Everyone!

Young embarked on a solo career
and scored several large hits: "Old
Man," "Heart of Gold." Stills joined
forces with ex-Hollie Graham Nash
and David Crosby to form Crosby,
Stills an.d Nash; Young later joined
this trio for the Deja Vu and Four
Way Street albums. Furay hooked up
with ex-Byrd Chris Hillman and formed the Souther, Hillman, Furay Band.

Buff'alo Springfi~ld might be
remembered for more than just "For
What Its Worth/' and "Mr. Soul"
had creative friction and un. manage~ble excess of talent not torn
the band apart. Indeed the 60's might
be remembered differently.

NOAH'S ARK
PET SHOPS
Q

East Orlando

Second Chance Boutique
THE WORST
THING THAT
CAN HAPPEN
TO SOME
CHILDREN IS
THEIR PARENTS.
Sad. but true . There are
man y confu sed a.dulls in
Ame rica toda y "hl) are
abusing their children .
Help destroy a family
tradition. Most abu sed
c hildren g row up to
a bu se their own .:hil dren . since the y have
learned no other v. ay to
rai se those childre n. Yet
c hild ab users ca n be
helped. Le t us tell you
h,rn .

Family Resale/Consignment Shop
_, 120 N Central
Oviedo FL

365-7040
Open Tues-Sat 10-5
\ "Closed Monday
Sale Starts Oct 12 - Oct 20
•tHE GOOD NEWS IN TUSCAWILLA
Who:
What:

WRITE:
Na11onal Comm111ee tor
Preven11on ol Child Abuse
Box 2666 Chicago 111 60690

A Publi c Servi ce o r This Newspaper
8 The Adver tisi ng Council

~

~"';: ~

Why:

~

,,

.Q

K-Mart Plaza
University and Goldenrod

-~

~~

Southwest Orlando

659-3494 ·

'' ..,e can't get it, ~o o°'f'

Oak Ridge Plaza
Texas and Oak Ridge

To share the gospel of Jesus Christ and
to establish this new Southern Baptist
mission in the Tuscawilla afea.
Join us in worship!

•

~----------------------,

10 Gallon Starter Kit
~ Tank

.Jl
-:::-·-

~.

New Congregational Worship
Lake Howell High School
Sunday's, beginning October 7
Sunday School (all ages), 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship, 11 :00 a.m.
Evening Worship, 6:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 7:30 p.m. (Jr. and sr. highs)
Nursery Provided

PREVENT CHILD ABUSE.
•

First Baptist Mission of Tuscawilla
(a mission of First Baptist of Winter Park)

c

657-0747

13.99

Pump
Filter
Floss

Charcoal
Tubing

(Reg. 19.99'
&Booklet
----~-----~------------·
•

For more information, contact the Rev. Robert Ross, First Baptist Mission of ruscawilla, 644-3061, ext. 30.

When it runs out
you won't have to.
The exciting Pilot ballpoint. It's got everything
~oing fo~ it•.smoother wr~ting. Specially designed
fmger r1bb1ng for continual writing comfort.
Stainless steel point. Tungsten carbide ball. Perfectly balanced. A choice of medium or fine
points. And best of all ... yoa'll never throw it oat.
Just slip in a 39c refill and you're ready to write

;:~·~.~·~:,t~;·
see-tbna
pen rans

oat, ran oat and get
the best. The 69c
Pilot ballpoint pen.

(Pl ~CiJ]

®

THE BEmR BALLPOINT

•
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· Zips. slip by stubborn Knights
•

•

•

•

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a g a i n , ' ' ' UCF assistant coach Jerry Anderson said .
"But they didn't. They fought, scratched, clawed,
by Scott Gunnerson
and got back into the game.''
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
UCF scored on their next two possessions to tie
the
ball game at 14-14. The first score came at 6:14
The Akron Zips (2-4) came from behind with less
when
UCF senior quarterback Dana Thyhsen
than two minutes left in the game to defeat an imfound
Knight
sophomore tight end Brian Makar
proved UCF (1-5) 26-21.
open in the end zone for a 12 yard touchdown pass.
The game began to loo~ like a rout when AU
Makar sprained his ankle on his next reception in
jumped out to a 14-0 lead in the first six minutes.
the
second quarter and sat out the rest of the game.
On the Zips' second play from scrimmage, AU
Makar
ended the game with two catches for 31
sophomore quarterback Vernon Stewart found his
yards.
favorite receiver, junior Willie Davis, open for a 36
''Makar looked good and was coming along well
yard pass to move the Zips down to the UCF 40.
at
tight end, and he made a couple of nice catches in
Three plays later, on the UCF 26, AU sophomore
the
ball game," UCF assistant coach Nick Coso
fullback Tony Lauro rambled through.the Knights'
said.
defensive line on a draw play down to the three
yard line. The 23 yard gain was Lauro's longest of
-the game: he gained 55 yards on nine carries. Mike
Clark finished the job with a one yard dive into the
end zone at 11:16 in the first quarter.
·
The Zips scored two minutes later when AU
senior outside linebacker Russell Holmes broke
through the Knights' punt protection to block UCF
junior punter and tight end Glenn McCombs' punt.
Holmes blocked the punt inside the Knight ten
yard line.
The ball rolled into the left corner of the end zone
where AU junior middle guard Steve Rafac wrestled the ball away from McCombs for the touchdown
at 9:18 in the first quarter.
Down 14-0, the Knights had a choice."The fact
that shows you something about our team is that
we were down by 14 points and we could have been
deflated, given up, quit, and said 'here we go

SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 17
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PIGSKIN PICKS
The wait is over: FUTURE Sports presents the column you've all
been waiting for but didn't know IL.Pigskin Picks. Our writers will
pick the winners of college and professional football games
that include Florida teams. No comm~nts or point spreads will
be Included, but an ongoing tally of each writers results including a percentage of correct answers will be dlsplaYed
each week. The writers behind the predictions are: Don Wittekind - Sports Editor, Scott Gunnerson - Sports.Writer, and Mike
Rhodes - Edit6r in Chief.

DW

SG

MR

Florlda at Tennessee
Auburn at Florida State
Miami at Cincinnati
UCF at EKU

UF
FSU
Miami
EKU

Tenn.
Auburn
Miami
UCF

UF
Auburn
Miami
UCF

Houston at Miami ·
Tampa Bay at Detroit

Miami Miami
Bucs
Bucs

Miami
Detroit

28
23
9
8-

279
217
134
171

9.9
9.4 dt'
14.8 ~'
21.4
v

UCF defensive lineman Daryl Rudd brings down
an Akron player. The Knights defense managed
to hold the Zips to just 19 points.

Soccer season continues,
.Knights continu·e to work
by Mary Sullivan
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Florida International University played
UCF Saturday in an exhibition game. Coach
Jim Rudy commented, "We played ·FIU for
two reasons: to help develop women's soccer,
we need more competition in the state. I also
wanted to have some of .the girls who don't
usually play to have time on the field."
Though the girls did play to win, UCF
played in a relaxed, -confident style. UCF

dominated the entire game, taking no real
chances, being able · to take the first string
out within 15 minutes of the game's start ·
with the score of 3-0. Goal scorers were Mary ·
Varas, Chris Kessler, Donna Labarante,
Michelle Akers, Jean Varas and Donna
-Mores.
Amy Allman, the UCF goal keeper, faced a ·
difficult shot whe;n FIU' s team had a free
kick. FIU hit a bullet in the left corner of the
goal and Amy went full stretch after the ball
and blocked for a save leaving the score at 7-0
UCF.

Bouchard to provide leadership for wrestling
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF

WRIT~R

UCF has another athletic personality it can be proud of: Mike Bouchard,
a wrestler. Bouchard is the 1983
Greco-Roman national champion at
149.5 pounds.
To look at this young man, one
would not think he is the athlete that
he is. His outward appearance is that
of a small, shy young man. According
to coach Pat Cucci, "Mike is a heck of
an athlete-he's tough as nails. He's
got a head butt that will throw you into next week.''
Bouchard is very serious about the
sport of wrestling. He got his start in
physical education classes at
Southeast High School in Bradenton.
"I was in a P.E. class that had a lot of

varsity wrestlers in it, and I had physical'wrestler. I go out to win, and somewhat mixed. "If I get my head
never seen high school wrestling . if I have to hurt the guy in the pro- on straight and stay healthy I can do
before. I just picked up one of the top cess, well, sometimes it happens." the job," he said. "It doesn't take
wrestlers and threw him down and According to Cucci, Bouchard is a much to lose at this level." Cucci
pinned him. After that, the coach strong, versatile wrestler. "Mike has shares this view, as far as metal
told me I would be wrestling," he great upper body strength, and he preparedness goes. ''Mike needs to
scores most of his points on his feet. believe in himself. He needs to win at
said.
Bouchard' s first exposure to his Mike can adapt to any situation the Southern Open and then that will
set the tone for the -rest of the
current coach was at the same school- thrown at him."
The shy, conservative attitude sur- season,'' Cucci said. The coach is
they were teammates. Bouchard also
wrestled with Cucci at his hometown faces when Bouchard is queried about more at ease stating his expectations
wrestling club, run by Ron Jones. his goals for the season. "It's going for his wrestler. "I feel Mike has the
This past summer Bouchard spent to be a tough season now that we're in potential for a conference and natime coaching at the club while Jones Division I," he commented. Many of tional championship in him,'' he comrecovered from an auto accident.
the teams that UCF will be wrestling mented.
As far as his wrestling ability itself in the regular season are ones they
Bouchard is looked up to by his
goes, Cucci has nothing but praise for have had matchPs against previously. fellow teammates and coach. "I exBouchard. "Mike has good mat sense. When it comes down to regionals is pect a lot from Mike as a leader, and I
He goes out there and gets the job where the results of the Division I place a lot of faith in him,'' said Cicco.
done. He is very witty and smart.' 1
change come into play.
I~ Bouchard, UCF not only has an
When asked about his style,
outstanding athlete, but an outstanBouchard's personal goals are ding person as well.
Bouchard had this to say: "I'm a
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Knights .shut out Barry University, 2·0
by Mary Sulllvan
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Barry versus UCF 'is always a
challenge but this time UCF won, 2-0.
Mary Shultf, UCF's leftback, ran
down the left side of the fiel~, cut to
the inside kicking a~right footed bomb
successfully, making the first goal of
the game.
Mary Varas scored the second goal

with assistance by Michelle Akers ·
who ran down the field with the ball
and cut tO the left while other players
made dummy runs to relieve the
guards and Varas went head on with
the goaµe.
Rudy said "Barry was much more
dangerous than last t~e. They had
the advantage of their own field
which helped equaliie the game". To
add to both teams problems a 20 mph
wind was blowing across the field.

This made the game as tough as play· players played the best they could.
Barry University's girls trying to
ing William and Mary.
Barry's goal keeper, Dawn boost their morale, "pun.keel out" by
Locasale, made some very good saves painting their ·hair fluorescent pink.
holding the score at 2-0 instead of the Many viewers enjoyed the added at15-0 that might have o·c cured. traction.
Rudy feels he has his best team
Locasale had wanted to play for UCF
and thus felt she had something to ever but he is not able to tell how far
they will go until Sunday when UCF
prove.
Rudy said "Its a miracle we didn't meets North Carolina, which Rudy
come home with any injuries". Con- feels will be the hardest game they
Sideting the environment he feels his play this season.

Women's volleyball downs Stetson University
,UCF ahead, 12-9.
Then Dexter, sophomore from Evergreen, Colorado, a9ded another block to increase the UCF
lead to 13-9. Dexter leads UGF in solo blocks with

by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

l.

The University of Central Florida women's
volleyball team beat Stetson University Tuesday
night, 15-9, 15-9, 15-4. The play of Lady Knights
Heidi Dexter and Robbin Nelson at the front line
was too much for the Lady Hatters to overcome.
The win moves UCF to a record of 7-13, and
drops Stetson to 10-12. The first game UCF
jumped out a five point lead, only to see it erode to
a 9-9 tie after 17 minutes. Nelson, junior from
Hillsborough Community College, started to· assert
herself with two blocks at the front line to move

24.

UCF freshman hitter Kandi Porter of Marietta,
Georgia, finished Stetson off with a serving ace at
14-9 to win the first game, 15-9. The first game
lasted over twenty minutes a·s Stetson battled to
stay with the Lady Knights.
In game two, Stetson grabbed a 3-0 lead in the
first minute with spikes from Maureen Sullivan
and Kim Vach: But mistakes on the Stetson side of
the net let U:CF tie it up at 4-4. A serving ace by

THE HAIR SHOP

Not .excuses<t

~

~-· ...
~
10509 E. Colonial Dr.

~

~

282-1700
· Daily 9-5 8cThurs. tll 8

UNIVERSITY & GOLDENROD

~ ~LD CHAINS
,~

....

~

~
~

~

B•B SERVICE
657-1707

~

WALK:.iNS WELCOME

(Winn Dixie Center)
. . _ 'UNK>N PARK

I~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~
~
JS%
I~

.~

. FULl SERVICE SALON

.

Stetson errors were scoring as many points for
UCF as· the Lady Knights were themselves at this
point. Dexter won the game with a spike, giving
UCF the victory, 15-9.
The third game only took 17 minutes to play,
with UCF head ·coach Lyn King changing her
lineup around to try some different combinations.
UCF won easily, 15-4.

ALL STUD.ENTS
DISCOUNT ON SALES WITH THIS COUPON

Precision .Style ·Cut $8.00

Excuses help no one
Especially the d1sadvan: ·
taged But 1obs are good
loreveryone Including you
So hire someone who·s
never been given a chance
Your local Private Industry
Council. aided by the
National Allia nce of
Business. can help Call
toll-free 800-424-5404.

senior Cindy Chwalik moved UCF to 8-4.
Lady Hatter Maria Albano of Mahopec, New
York, ·forced two spikes past the Knight defense to
bring Stetson within one poµtt of UCF, 10-9. A.
block by Dexter an4 a serving ace by Nelson helped
move the score up to 14_-9!

K·MART PLAZA ~

~

Small Appliance Repairs
Gifts, Antiques • Jewelry
HUMMELS
•
- COLLECTOR
DOLLS

CHARMS
,
•
JEWELERY

~

~

IRASS
SILVER
~
&
~
LEADED GLASS ~

:....''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~

IN THE MONTH OF OCTOBER} YOU WILL HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO VOTE FOR REPRESENTATION
YOU WILL BE ASKED TO CHOOSE BETWEEN UFFJ NO AGENT} OR THE AFT's FAC. THERE REALLY
1s· ONLY ONE RIGHT CHOIC_
E. IN OCTOBER} VOTE) AND BE SURE TO VOTE RIGHT! .
Frank Kujawa, John Riser, Don Jones,
Rosie Joels, Giles Hoglin, Mark Stern,
-Bob Bird, Phyllis Hudson, Bob Laird,
Art Dutton,
Laurie Linsley,
Dick AdiCks,
David Hernandez
. Basil Hoover,
Trudy Norales,
Marion Price,
Henry Kennedy,
Dave Tropf, Lex Wood, June Stillman,
Jeannie .Miller, Sonny Utt, Ida Cook,
Cheryl Mahan, Elliot Vittes,Gary Orwig
Betty P.nderson, John DiPierro, Walter
Ga.udnek, Dick Thompsen, Judy Young,
Charles Dziuban, Roseann White, Pat
Manning, Ed ·Shirkey, Carol Cubberlyt
Tom Mullin, Delorys _Blume, Donna Baumbach, Hugh Martin, Randy Fisher,Ira.ida
Rickling, and other UCF faculty •.••.•

(UFFJ

?**
*Do you know one at UCF? or
any other SUS campus?

INT~

**Do you want the BOR to
be your only repres_enta ti VE
in Tallahassee?

rurrH OF OCTOPERJ YOO WILL HAVE TJE COOICE TO VOlE RIGHf FOR srnJNG

& DOOCRATIC

nAn OI' FUlfllOA

~Employees Relations Cot111~

~~ft~
FOii CfllTAIN fWlOYHI Of

APO OF REGENTS. STAH UlllVERSITY SYST~" OF FLOfllDA

VOTE

·VOTE

'RIGHT'
YES - FLOR I DA ACAD011C
Cflfl f. RE SS or I H[ S1Alf
llN IVI P \ J tY

~ YC.f ft \

NO

rfPRESENTATION

•

••
•
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SOC IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINKI
....

TOSANFORD

Time wise - SOC is closer
to students in yellow
area than the main
campus isl Consider traffic, 1-4, E/W Expressway,
distance ...
e.g. save 10 minutes from
Altamonte Springs

~DAffONA

~-..-rli· "'.: OOD
.. :r ·l

• -

I .
. ....
·~

- ·r·-1·..,,

.

GOLDENROD

CU-RRY FORD RD.

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
Ph. 855-0881
In Orlando Central Park
On South U.S. 441
Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

CHOOSE.lOWER DIVISION OR UPPER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION
COURSES BASED UPON YOUR CATALOG AND WITH YOUR-ADVISOR'S HELP
REQUIRED FOR BUSINESS MA.JORS

ACG
CAP
ECO
ENC
F-IN
MAN
MAN
STA

2011

3001
2023
3210
3403
3025
3504
3023

BASIC COURSES FOR EVERYONE

AMH 2020

-Eco· 2023
ENC
HUM
MAC
SPC

1102
2230
1104
1014

UPPER DIVISION COURSES

CAP
COM
ECO
ENC
FIN
GEO
HSC
JOU
MAC

3001 .
3110
3411
3210
3403
3370
3081
3003
3233

MAC
MAC
MAN
MAN
PSY
SOP
SPC
STA
SYP

3311
3312
3025
3504
3624
3724
4330
3023
4730

•yo ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to soc (855-0881) 10-5 any day. You then register for Main Campus courses at your scheduled appointment
time by going to the Problem Table.
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University of Central Aorida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
offers

CLASSES for FRESHMAN thru GRADUATE students
To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE at SOC (85&-0881) - 105 any day. You then register for Main Campus courses at your scheduled appointment time by
going to the Problem Table.

---------SPRING 191·5 - - - - - - - - REG
.KEY
3125
1660
1242
1168
3220
3231
159.3
1609
1610
·3328
5203
6191
1695
1172
1731
1744

1765
3350
3267
1921
1938
1216
1217
1229
2067
2040

· P
L·

A

N
y
0

u

.

R

s

c
H

E
D

u
L
E

. SEM
PfX · NO

ACG 2011
AMR 2020
CAP 3001
COM 3110
ECO 2023
ECO 3411
ENC 1102
ENC 3210
ENC 3210
FIN 3403
GEO 3370
HSC 3081
HUM 2230
JOU 3.003
MAC 1104
MAC 3233
MAC 3311MAC 3311
MAC 3312
MAN 3025
MAN 3504
PSY 3624
SOP 3724
SPC 1014
SPC 1014
SPC 4330
STA 3023
SYP 4730

SEC
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
52
51
51
V51
51
51
51
51
51
V52
51
51
51
51
51
51
52
51
51
51

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

DAY

COURSE TITLE

HRS

TIME

T.
Principles of Accounting II
7-9:50 PM
U.S. History: 1865 - Present
R
7-9:50 PM
Computer Fundamentals/Business
M-W
5:30-:-6:45 PM
Business/Prof. Communication
w
7-9:50 PM
Principles of Economics I I
M
7-9:50 PM
Quantitative Me~hods
w
7-9:50 PM
Composition I I
7-9·· :.50 PM..
w
· M
Business Report Writing
6-8:50 PM
Business Report Writing
R
7-9:50 PM
.T
Business Finance .
7-9:50 PM
Resources Geography
R
6-8:50 PM
Medical Self Assessment · TV TAPE t
A s c
Western Humanities I I
R
7-9:50 ~M
History of Arner'i.c an Journalism
T
6.-8: 50 PM
College Algebra
5: 30-6.: 45 PM
T:-R
T-·R
Concepts of Calculus
5:30-6:45 PM
Calculus w/Analytic Geometry I
T-R
4-5:50 PM
Calcuius w/Anal. Geom. I TV TAPE t
A s c
Calculus w/Analytic Teometry I I
T-R
4-5:50 PM
Management of Organizations
w
7-9:50 PM
Production/Operations Mgmt.
R
7-9:50 PM
Parapsychology
M
7-9:50 PM
Psychology of Women
6-8 :·so PM
T
Fund. of Oral Communication
T
7-9:50 PM
Fund. of Oral Communication
w
7-9:50 PM
Nonverbal Communication
w
6-8:50 PM
Statistical Methods I
T-R
5:30-6:45 PM
Sociology of Aging
M
6-8:50 PM
t
AT STUDENT CONVENIENCE

PM
MONDAY
PM
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
PM
THURSDAY
PM
HSC 3081 &MAC 3311 on TV Tape 1"
t AT STUDENT CONVENIENCE
Arrange viewing date and time with TV Technician
* 4:00-5:50 MAC 3311
* 4:00-5:50 MAC 3311
* 4:00-5:50 MAC 3312
* 4:00-5:50 · MAC 3312
;k 5:30-6:45
CAP 3001 * 5:30-6:45 MAC 1104 * 5:30-6:45 CAP 3001 * 5:30-6:45 MAC 1104
* 5:30-6:45 MAC 3233
* 5:30-6:45 MAC 3.233·
* 5:30-6:45 STA 3023
* 5:30-6:45 STA 3023
6:00-8:50 ENC 3210
6:00-8:50 JOU 3003
6:00-8:50 SPC 4330
6:00-8:50 GEO 3370
6:00-8:50 SOP 3724
6:00-8:50 SYP 4730
7:00-9:50 ECO 2023
7:00-9:50 ACG 2011
7:00-9:50 COM 3110
7:00-9:50 AMH 2020
7:00-9:50 FIN 3403
7:00-9:50 PSY 3624
7:00-9:50 ECO 3411
7:00-9:50 HUM 2230
7:00-9:50 SPC 1014
7:0'0-9:50 ENC 1102
7:00-9:50 MAN 3504
7:00-9:50 ENC 3210
7:00-9:50 MAN 3025
7:00-9:50 SPC 1014
"' 2 sessions per week
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS

YOUR AmNTION Pl EASE!
If IS.POSSIBLE TO TAKE UP TO AN
18-tlOUI LOAD OF REQUIRED CLASSES AT THE
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS

·7300 Lake Elenor Drive

Ph. HS-0881
In Orlando Centr•I Partl
Oii Soatll U.S. 44t.
.
Dr. R.C. HARD'", DIRECTOR

PLAN CAREfULLY
PAVED &-LIGHTED PARKING

IO

TEXTBOOK SALES
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The sound of C!l ~
Michelob being opened
may escape the attention
of most beer drinkers.
But it does not go unsung
by Michelob drinkers.
They know that
uncapping a cold Michelob
isjust the beginning of a
very smooth and mellow experience.
Just as surely as they know ...

. Some !hings
speak.for themselves™
For help with parties call UCF Representative: Paul Kadanec, 282-9442.
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'Soldiers Story': warm, human drama
by Suanne Boehm

the Captain continues on to obtain
the truth.

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Based upon the play A Soldier's
Play, screenwriter Charles Fuller has
adapted the story well to fit the
screen. Intelligently written, the
story grabs you into the mystery. The
story doesn't let you go for a minute.
It's completely absorbing.

~

Rarely is a movie drama made in
which all the elements are pactically
flawless. Well, I'm glad to say A
Soldier's Story is one of those few
films.
A Soldier's St~ry is about the
mystery surrounding the murder of
Sargent Waters (Adolph Caesar), a
Though the film is a serious drama,
black enlisted man at a southern base Fuller has also managed to put in a
in Tynin, Louisiana, circa .1944. The few light and humorous moments
movie begins after the murder has without havi:pg them detract from the
taken place. Captain Davenport story or the seriousness of the ideas
(Howard E. Rollins,Jr.), a black presented.
lawyer, is sent from Washington D.C.
to investigate. But finding out the
Director Norman J ewison has capfacts is not easy for Davenport. tured the ideas and feeling of the
Davenport has trouble getting the ' 1940's era. He handles the visuals
cooperation of some military men with great care and btjngs the auwho don't think a black should be in- dience back to another time. But the
vestigating this particular case. But best thing Jewison has handeled is

Movies

. Rollins, who's given top billing in
the film, is good as Captain Davenport, the lawyer facing obstacles to
get to the truth. Rollins' performance
helps bind all of the other performances into a whole.
his actors. He has assembled a
~onderful cast. J eWison obviously intended for this film to have ensemble
acting-a~d that's exactly what he's
got.
-

But Caesar as Waters is magnificent. Caesar's character, as seen
though flashbacks, is tough and
realistic. Caesar brings Waters'
volatile personality alive. Caesar's
performance is worth an Oscar
nomination.

A Soldier's Story seems to have its
major and supporting roles as the acting credits roll by. But the idea of
major and supporting characters
ends there. Char~cters that appear to

If justice is done, the film will
receive a whole slew of Academy
Award nominations. A Soldier's
Story ia a film not to be missed.

CONGRATULATIONS
T~U BETA SIGMA
PLEDGES
WE LOVE YOU,
· YOUR BIG .SISTERS

'

A-NEW·
CONTMCEPTIVE
IS HERE.

be minor at first glance turn into
pivotal individuals as they .reveal
most of the informatiion surrounding
Waters and his murder though
flashbacks.

p

1DDAY.™
..

CAROL
BRIDGETTE
BRENPA
GWEN
SHERRY

KIM
MICHELLE
SABRINA
JULIE
CHRISTINE

DJ
SUSIE
PAM
MIMI

FREE CONCERT

''PINCH''
FOR ALL YOU UCF ROCK N ROLLERS, -Fl NALLY .A
CONCERT THAT -YOU CAN AFFORD!
· PINCH
TUES OCT 16.. 7:30 LAKE .CLAIRE IN .CONJUNCTION WITH THE TAU KAPPA EPSILON NATIONAL KEG
ROLL. A 1500 MILE JOURNEY TO BENIFIT THE ST JUDE'S
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL. HELP WELCOME THESE MEN ON THERE
FINAL MILES FROM BOSTON TO ORLANDO. SEE YOU THER~I

r~~1
,-' .-u v.-LltyJ ~~-:~
! / ~~J
~ /~-·
~ \~

ACTI ON is th e .Volu nteer Agency
that brings skilled people together to
solve local prob lems. There ore p rog rams like VISTA , the Peace _co rp s.
Rerired se nior volu nt eer Prog ra m .
University Year for ACTION. the Foster
Gra ndparent Prog ra m. and o thers. If
you wont more information . o r if
you d like ro volu nteer you r skil ls.
write ACTION . Wash ing ton. D.C. 20525.

AMERICANS AGREE ON

,l(JO\J
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Law club honors own
by Richard Truett
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

.!

We Do More
Than Keep The Books
AT YOUR LIBRARY

In existence for two years now, UCF's
Lamba Epsilon Chi (LEX) club is the student
legal assistant program designed to unite
students with prospective employers. Faculty advisor Dr: David Sla~ghter has been involved with the club since its inception.
"We have more internships than
students," said Slaughter · in an interview
Wednesday. "The goal of the clubs is to give
interested students the opportunity to
become more involved in the fields of law
beyond the classroom and textbooks.''
At the first annual banquet held Oct. 5,

three UCF students received certificates of
recognition for achieving a 4.0 G.P.A. in
allied legal classes: Wendy Jo Nelson,
Lavinia R. Northrup, and Jo Ann M. Peluso.
The banquet, sponsored by som.e of Orlando's
best law fjrms, is just one of the many activities of the LEX Club. A newsletter is in
the formative stages and Dr. Slaughter is in
the process of arranging for a guest speaker
from the Orlando law community to speak at
the monthly meetings.
The Lex Club offers workshops and field
trips, law internship information, practical
~xperience, and best of all, professional contacts with Orlando's legal community.
Anyone interested in more information can
contact club treasurer Jo Ann Peluso at
365-7712. .

nl Cf?.oma11u,
It's more than just a game,
Cush is the gift of romance.
AVAILABLE NOW AT THE
UCF BOOKSTORE
"r;/w."{j1/J

J?i k~·}(,

,.

.

formed were "Trios Pieces Breves" by Jacques lbert, "Quintet" by Elliot Carter,
"Three Pieces for Flute, Clarinet, Bassoon"
by Walter Piston, and "Blaserquintett EsDur, Op. 88 No. 2" by Anton Reicha.
The Quintet "always tries to have at least
one double quintet during the year at UCF,
with a student quintet followed by the Faculty Woodwind Quintet,'' says Steven Owens.
He adds that these double qtiintets usually
take place at the noon forums held of
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
This performance was only one of a continuing series offered by the Department of
Musict, and more information can be obtained
The performance itself was well attended from them. They are.opened to the public for
by students and local musicicans, as is usual- a $3 donation which goes to the UCF Music
ly the case, according to Owens. The recital ·Scholarship Fund. For further information,
lasted approximately an hour. The works per- call 275-2869.

.. . l<m-.

'IJUJ'llU!1ll

a.uiaill>

,,.

Twist-A-Bead SALE!
·~_
.. /......·~---

Faculty quintet performs
Friday, ·Oct. 5, the UCF Department of
Music presented the Faculty Woodwind
Quintet. The quintet tries to present at least
one formal concert a year at UCF and travels
around to various junior colleges throughout
the state.
. The quintet is made up of five highly professional artists. Its members are Steven
Owens, clarinet; Susan McQuinn, flute; Arnold Mascaro, French horn; Janet Mascaro,
oboe; and Diana Groves, bassoon. The
Mascaros and Groves are all currently
members of the Florida Symphony, while
Owens and McQuinn teach at UCF.

r' e~
,. ,,.

s1ss
A-Strand
Orig. $5.95

.

~

Large selection of colors.
Clasps start at $1.00

•

JACKSON'S
GIFTS & ACCESSORIES

Kitchenware. Men's Gifts. Ladies' Gifts. Glassware, Brass,
Musir Boxes. Lamps. Ornaments and ·~ore!

•

.COLONIAL PLAZA - 896-5691

The Marketing Club's

•

Kic-k Off Party
UCF on the Green
Fri. Oct. 19,. 11·2 p.m.

•

.BJ. 105
Free Beer.
Parade

•

Get your team together for the monste~ Tug-of-War

•

.•

•

•
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Butch Allen: man behind the .ski .t eam
-

by Bret Feeney
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Butch Allen is a dedicated
member of UCF's Water-ski
team.
Besides being a top skier
for the team he ·is also its
president. Allen has been
president of the ski team for
two years. His duties as president involve keeping a budget
for the team, along with
scheduling and conducting
the team meetings.
Allen has been skiing for
UCF for two years and

•

presently he is the top slalom
skier on the team. So far this
year Allen has had first and
third place finishes in the
slalom competition for the
first two tournaments of the
1984 season. He feels he is
skiing very well right now
and is confident that he will
do well in the Intercollegiate
National Competition this
weekend.
Allen has accumulated
several titles over the past
two years. In 1982 he won the
Nationals Tournament and he ,
placed fourth in the 1983 Na- .

-

.

tionals competing as a professional. Also, in 1983 he was
ranked thirty-second in the
world as a slalom skier and
was voted intercollegiate
skier of the year.
Allen feels the team has a
strong chance of winning the
National title this weekend.
He commented, ''I think we'll
take first place or at least second." He thinkn UCF has
the most team spirit of any
school. The skiers do well
under pressure and work well
as a team, according to Allen.
When asked what he liked

n;iost about skiing. Allen said,
"You don't have to feel like
you have to beat everyone,
but you can challenge
yourself to do better.'' He
says that it is a good family sport and is something a person can 'do for as long as they
want.
Allen is a junior this year
and is majoring in civil
engineering. After he
graduates he plans to work
for an engineering firm. He
still plans to continue skiing
competitively after he
Butch Allen
finishes school.

UCF golfers finish fourth in Intercollegiate tournament
by Bret Feeney
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

UCF' s golf team finished fourth in
the Stetson Intercollegiate tournament, which was held last week.
This was the team's first tournament of the season. Head coach
Wayne Mendel said he was very
pleased with the team's performance:

He felt they did vey well considering
the time that has passed since they
last competed as a team.
Mike Freeman, who was AllAmerican last year, was the low man
for UCF with scores of 72, 72 and 74.
He placed third in the individual standings for the tournament. Freeman
had knee surgery about a month ago,
and only got play about three practice
rounds before the tournament

because his knee was still bothering
him. Mendel .remarked, "I was v~ry
surprised and pleased ·with his performance after just recovering from
surgery."
John Weiss posted the second
lowest ~cores. He shot 75, 74 and 79.
This is Weiss' · first year playing for
UCF. He transferred from V~encia
Community College last spring.
Mendel feels Weiss has the ability to

remain a top player for UCF. Mendel
commented, "John has the potential
to shoot lights out; the more heplays
the better he'll get."
The other scores went as fo1lows,
David Popp had 78, 77, 75, · Yngve
Nilsson shot 75, 80, 79 and Scott
Heuler had 75,83, and 77.
Although UCF did not win the tournament they are 3-0 in Division I.

SOL
Bfothei-s.
They all point in one direction

RIGHT TO OUR BANK

156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

!!l'

•OVIEOO. FLORIDA 32765
MEMBER FDIC

(305)365·6611

Headlines To Order

( ''N~E~,~~;:~c:~~o - :-7
;;::::...___

PERSONALIZED Headlines
Printed To Order
1 t <>L{EI' ·: / '
I~......~ 11os/L~c
2 Lines (40 Letters) 5.95 _
/ ~ •._ "':_:s_1o~~~~g~~'E
-~
.._·--:. "'""' · ,. · 3 Lines (80 Letters) 8.95
~~·111
-----~,
We make any idea or occasion a Front Page
Headlined I tern on Newsprint.
Births, Birthdays, Engagements, Weddings,
Anniversaries & Gags, .
Announcements, Awards & Achievements.
l?tt

1

:;;:....._ __ ::::--.. ___

011

Great for Gags or instead of Greeting Cards.

Nothing Sacred ·· If You C_an Spell It
We Will Print It?
Let the Practical Joker in you Out?
Orders Accepted & Filled in 15 min. At Sanford Flea World. Booth_G25.
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GUM OUT
O
STEAM
STEAM _. CLEANER
DE_G~EASER
y0 uR
OONE CLEAIE!l

PRESTO NE
ANTI-FREEZE
COOLANT

REBATE

'

~~~~.5.49

ANO

...
-

Pay Us 4.49
.Less Rebate 1.00
on 2-gal. purchase

( h!~!~!.~~:<

:.: tMOlll CUAtll•::·

GUMO.UT {\~::~~~))
CARBURETOR
CLEANER

Engineered
for smaller

cars

J49

•

•

· -~THRUSH MUFFLOW

MUFFLER

15

THRUSH
MUFFLER

11

99

99

SAVE 6.00

SAVE 7.00

TEST RITE
SPORT MIRROR
Set of 2
#71011W

Test Rite
2-Ton
• , Bottle Jack

,,,
' SAVE 4.00

Orlando
8 a.m. • 9 p.m.
QDen 7 Days a Week
, 2 Blocks South of Oak Ridge
7 a.m. -· n p.m.
621 O S. Orange Blossom Trail
Corner of Semoran & Curry Ford
859·6171
5687 Curry Ford Rd.
Corner of Aloma & 436
282·0572
Winter Park
1 Block West of Stiver Star & Pine Hiiis
3098 Aloma Ave.
541 O Silver Star Rd.
677·5488
289·8230

J

•

1499
·

SparkomatiC
Compact AM/FM
Stereo Cassette

'

..

SAVE 5.00

Chloride
60 Month
Battery

< -

24 Series

54

9.9

. w/exch.

5.00 Off
40 & 50 Mo. Batteries
Good Thru 10-16-84

E RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

•
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UCF lo face Eastern Kentucky
less Sam Aaron, Brian Makar
UCF coaching staff. Makar
was
moved from defense, outFUTURE STAFF WRITER
side linebacker, to offense,
tight end. With Makar at
When UCF meets Eastern tight end, UCF could then
Kentucky University on move junior Glenn McCombs
Saturday afternoon in Rich- out to wide receiver to allow
mond, they will be without him to get out into the wide
two deadly weapons in their open spaces.
high powered defense.
McCombs leads UCF in
In the Knights' 26-21 loss receiving with 28 catches for ·
to Akron University last 279 yards, or 9.9 yards per
weekend,
both
UCF reception. Makar only played
sophomores Aaron Sam and in last week's game, catching
Brian Makar sprained their two passes for 31 yards and a
touchdown.
ankles.
Makar's injury really
presents a problem to the
SEE EKU, PAGE 19
by Scott Gunnerson

Pam Glmson/Future

A UCF player tries to hold on to the ball under heavy pressure from Akron.

Do You Feel Robbed By High Auto ....
. Insurance Premiums •••
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wESPECtALIZEtH
s.w1Na vouMONEY

·.MINSURANCE
R. Aufo~.
Accidents, Tlcket1, DWI'•
51·22'• (l1autd on the S ot •

10408 E. ·Colonial Dr.
"cross from Winn Dixie
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KNIGHTS

OPEN

MONDAY·
FRIDAY

When the Zips came back out on offense for
the second time, the Knights had a surprise
waiting. UCF freshman defensive back
Darian Bryant intercepted Stewart's pass
and returned it seven yards to the Zip 32 yard
line.
With 32 seconds le~t in the first quarter,
Thyhsen rolled out to pass but then cut back
to the middle to get the touchdown on his
own. With the line of scrimmage at the one
·yard line, Thyhsen was hit at the knees. Instead of being driven back, Thyhsen flipped
forward into the end zone for UCF's second
touchdown in the quarter.
Another touchdown fo the fourth quarter,

on a pass from Thyhsen to McCombs for six
yards, and two field goals by AU sophomore
place-kicker Russ Klaus, from 19 and 35
yards, brought the score to 21-20 in favor of
the Knights.
.
The Zips were on their own 44 with a second and 14 when Stewart went to Davis for
a 25 yard pass play to move the ball to the
UCF 31. Davis caught four passes for 78
yards in the game.
On the next play, the game's leading rusher
with 105 yards on 30 carries, AU sophomore
tailback Mike Clark carried the ball 21 yards
over the right tackle.
With the ball on the ten yard line, it took
Lauro only two tries to get into the end zone.
His touchdown run of two yards came with
only 1:53 left in the game, giving the Zips the
victory, 26-21.

9-6
Sat. 9-12
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When you leave your child

alone, leave your child
~~

a number,

A messa&e from

~e

TAKE ABITE OUT OF_

~RIME

Crune Prevent.ion CoaJ 1uon a.nd

PREPARE FOR:

NAUTILUS FAMILY FITNESS CENTER
7355 ALOMA AVE., WINTER PARK

GRE

• TEST-N-TAPEC!l LIBRARY
• REINFORCEMENT TEST
• HOMESTUDY PACKET
CLASSES STARTING

OCTOBER 15th

~

198-4 The Adver usin g Councll

~• • l(J...J

LADIES ONLY

•

CoUllcll.

~l

SPECIAL!
BUILD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORE!

LheA~

. . ..
••

(corner of Alom·a Ave.& Goldenrod Rd.-15A)

We Offer
is offering special memb~rships to female
UCF students, administration, and faculty. 23 Nautilus Machine
Aerobics
Co-Ed Hours
Whirlpool
$10.00 a month!
Mon.-Fri. 7a.m-1 Opm
Sauna
Sat. 8am-6pm
Showers
671·4083
Sun. l 2pm-6pm
Lockers

EPSON, OKITADA AND
OTHER PRINTERS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES!

DISCOUNT PRICES

HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 · 7
SATURDAY 10 · 6

• BLANK DISKETTES FROM $17.95

894·3304
HERNDON PLAZA ACROSS FROM FASHION SQ. MALL

KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF
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Women's volleyball falls at - t ri·match
by Laura Umphenour
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The women's volleyball team ·lost
both games at the tri-match hosted
by Florida Southern University
Saturday._
UCF's volleyball team lost · their
first match against the University of
South Florida in two games.

Brahmans ,'however, retook control
of the game and won 15-13.
In the second and final game of the
match the K'n ights took off to an early lead of ~-1 then ran into problems.
South Florida took over the match
and shut down the Lady Knights.
South Florida took the second game,
15-4.

The Lady Knights lost" their second
match in three games which was
In the first game of the match the · against host Florida Southern.
Lady Knights were trailing 10-5 but
The Lady Moes won the· fir~t game
came back to tie it up at 13. The Lady

.

with the final score 15-6. However, in on the team's motor and keeps them
the second game of the match, the going. They have one good game and
Lady Knights poured it on and beat -then two or three bad ones, she said.
the Lady Moes 22-20. The game was a
tough on~ for the Knights. The score
The Lady Knights lost to Florida
went back and forth until UCF finally State University in three games Oct.
took the game.
2 in Tallahassee, 5-15, 2-15, 4-15.
In the final game of the match
Florida Southern slowed the Lady
Knights' momentum and won the
game, 15-4.

On Oct. 3, UCF beat Florida A&M
University in five games, 15-10,
13-15, 14-16, 15-3, 15-5.

Coach Lyn King knows her team
could have won both matches but
can't seem to find the key that turns

Volleyball club reestablished
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - p o w e r volleyball · association. The season
begins during the Spring semester ·with
by Laura Umphenour
games
and tournaments all over the
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
-----------------southeast.
The old volleyball club that disbanded in
Fischer said the first tournament will be
1979 has been re-established at UCF. The sometime during December at UCF. It will be
club's president, Carl Fisc_her, said the club is a pre-season tournament to get the teams qf
a student organization backed by the student this area acquainted.
government.
Fischer is hoping to get 18 teams to come
· The team coach is Claes Lindh, who is the play, with 12 men's teams and one woman's
assistant volleyball coach on the UCF team from the UCF volleyball club.
women's team. Lindh's assistant is Karin
Fischer is still looking for a team sponsor
Fischer. Fischer played on the 1978 women's which would help pay for uniforms and road
·
volleyball team that won the national title ~rips.
that year.
_, Anyone interested in joining the club is ·
The club started back up September 10 urged to come to _practice. No experience is
with 11 members and now in its fifth week needed, all you need is determination. If
has 47 members. During this semester the you'd like to play write Carl Fischer, Univerclub will be practicing most of the time, ex- sity of Central Florida, .P.O. Box 26·266,
cept for a tournament planned for December. Orlando, Fla.
The club is a member of .t he United States · The club is based on hard work, having a
Volleyball Association (USVBA), which·is a good time, and Godly principles.
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RENTALS
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Orlando, FL 32807
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OFF .THE WALL

•

Driving doWn South Orange Blossom Trail on
Saturday night. Alone. Not going anywhere in particular. Park Avenue was dead, and I'm not up to
facing the Rosie's crowd tonight. Maybe I'll try
some of the hotel lounges on International D,rive.
I'm in a sort of touristy mood anyway.

I

;•

The decor of the disco imnlediately strikes as a On the other side of building, in "The Padded
combination of a funhouse and a toy store. A_giant Cell," Tommy Thurber and Jim Daly are on a small
stuffed gorilla sits in a bathtub next to the dance stage behind the bar. I sit through several songs as
floor. To the left of the gorilla is a semi-circular bar they play mostly folk and easy rock tunes.
with real saddles for stools. Overhead is a card
·
table upside-down on the ceiling. -Attached to the In the middle of the room is a toucan in a large
Waiting· at the light near the interstate, I see table are several ashtrays complete with cigarette cage. The sign on the cage says "K-9 Attack Bird."
several young black women standing under the butts, beer cans, four or five poker hands, one set of A totally restored , cherry-red, 1959 Thunderbird
streetlight. They are ~tudiously nonchalant. "Bad car keys, and what appears to be the deed to a rests between the bar and a TV room.
house.
·
Girls" comes on the radio. I have to smile. Seeing
IIDY atl!.US~ment, one of the girls calls out, "Hey,
I bring my gaze down from the ceiling and see
In the TV room are several couches facing a widebaby. Wanna ·go to a party?" ~ turn red and lmch three Navy guys crowding around a sort of barber screen projection TV. Nobody is paying any atteforward ~s the light changes. My car stalls. They chair. One of them sits down, hands a·hot-panted· nion to the pr_ogram. I:}'lck in the "Padded Gell', a
all laugh.
girl a dollar. She tilts the chair back and pours te- DJ plays a blend of ol~oto"in, current pop, and
Several blocks down, I come upon "Off The quila and Triple SeC down his throat. He gags. His slow dance classics in between the live sets.
Wall." I remember the building as the former loca-' friends cheer. So that's an upside-down margarita!
tion of the "Golden Rock", a fifties joint. The park· The dance floor is packed. Two small motorcycles
So I leave "Off th~ Wall" after three hours, six
ing lot is pack~. I make a U-turn and swing back on poles shine their headlights onto a mirror ball. drinks, four dances, two minutes on an exercycle,
towards the place. As luck would have it, someone Most of the crowd is young and white. Most of the $15, and one phone number. T~e doorman (a smilis pulling out just as I come in. The driver of a music is r&b and disco. There is ·a game room, pool ing man-mountain in a three piece suit) reminds me
Toyota glares at me as he continues his circling. table, and seve.-al exercycles(?!) in a seperate area about upcoming events- breakc;lancers, jazz
· dancers, comedy shows, premier parties, costume
to the side of the disco.
Inside, the doorman is checking everyone's IDs
parties, etc. "Off the Wall" is determined to be
and infonriing them of the dress code. "No faded
Over at the kamikaze chair (same principle as the
Orlando's. number one club, with an eclectic style
jeans:, no sleeveless or collarless shirts, and no margarita chair) the waitress tells me that the DJ that tries to please everybody.
hats, he says.
is Bobby "B" Burroughs, formerly of "Illusions"
The girl at the register sighs and says (probably ' anq that the VJ is Debi Dee, formerly of "J.J.
Only as I drive out do I see the plane crashed into
for the hundredth time that night), "The door Whispers". I begin to ~ue~tion the presence of
the
side of the building. Having already been incharge is $2.98 because we're Off the Wall."
videos, there's not a TV m sight. Just the~,a large
side,
it doesn't faze me a bit. Three blocks down
screen descends over the dance floor and Candy
"Off
the W~l" I think to myself, "So there is
from
Man'' by the Mary Jane Girls pops up, seamlessly
Oh.
a
good
time
to be had on S.O.B.T., and it doesn't
blending out of "Borderline" by Madonna.
even involve lap dancing or mini-movies." I apThere are two doors off the lobby. One says "Off
.
.
.
.
.
.
the Wall, European Video Disco " the other says The light show is h_ot, with a wild helicopter light proach the corner with the streetlight. The girls are
"The Padded Cell, Mellow Disco:' '. I try the video spinning crazily over a cocktail table made out of still there. They wave. I slouch. The car doesn't
stall.
·
the rear end of a small plane.
disoo first.

•

•
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UCF runners have
tough season ahead
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•
•

..

UCF's men's and women's
Cross Country teams put
their best foot forward this
past weekend at the Florida
State University Invitational. "We did what we expected we would do - we were
competitive,'' said coach Tom
Metts.
This is UCF's first season
in ·Division I, which puts
them against some of the bigger schools. "These were all
big Division I schools, so we
went up there to see what we
could do. I feel our times were
competitive against these
teams, but we just aren't a
Division I team yet," commented Metts. The women

The competition at this invitational was not all that
new to UCF. "We've competed against some of these
teams in the past, but it's different situation this year,"
said Metts. "Everyone seems
to be better this year, and I
dqn't have any Division I runners, so we just do the best we
can.''
placed tenth out of 12 teams
while their male counterparts
placed 16th out of 20 teams in
the invitational.

SPORTS BRIEFS
The Pi Kappa Alpha team
of Bart McCullen and Fred
Lovely came from behind, on
the strength of Lovely's 186
foot pass to edge ExBP #2 by
2 feet for the Intermural
Punt-Pass and Kick competition at halftime of the AkroUCF football game. In · the
women's competition Sue
Sommer, as a one woman Pi
Beta Phi team, easily outdistanced the field for the
championship.

Today, October 12, is teeoff of the Recreational SerNow that UCF has a taste
vices' second "Home on the
·of what Division I is like, they
Range" golf tournament of
•
have a goal to strive for in the
the year, a 2 person best ball
remainder of the season. As
event. There are tee times
Metts puts it, "We're comTim Barto/Future
available at 12:30, 2:00, 3:30
•
petitive."
A UCF runner battles for position.
and 5:00 p.m: So get your
partner, come to the UCF golf
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiliiliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiliiiiliiiiiiiiiiliiiiiililiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiliililiililiilililiiiiiliiiiliiiiliiiiliiiiliiiiliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiil range
and meet the challenge
of the 6 hole UCF links. Clubs
•
and balls available for use, "if
needed. Call X-2408 for information .
•
•

•

•
•
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The Office of Recreational
Services will sponsor a 5 K
"Run for the Scholars" to
benifit the UCF General
. Scholarship Fund on Saturday, November 10. The race is
open to UCF students, faculty, staff, and alumni and
Westinghouse employees and
their immediate families.
The entry dates for this
year's
All-University
V ollyball- and Flag Football
tournaments are du~ at the
Recreati~mal Services Office
on Tuesday, October 16, and
Thursday, October 23, respectively.

•
•

EKU
FROM PAGE 17
"We wanted to move McCombs to the outside, until
we had the injury to Makar,"
assistant coach Nick Coso
said. "Makar looked nice and
was coming along well at
tight end. He made a couple
of nice catches 'in the ball
game."
Sam has been suffering
from a shoulder injury all
season, and in the Akron
game he sprained his aiikle.
He has carried 21 times this
season for 156 yards, an
average of seven yards per
carry.

•

Now Herbert Hall, former
UCF defensive linebacker, is
filling in for Makar. Hall has
only been working with the
offense for a ·few weeks, but
he is showing good improvement.
After Akron scored the winning touchdown last week,
the Knights went right to
Hall for a 33 yard pass to put
UCF deep into ~on territory, on the Zip 37 yard line
with a minute left in the
game.

"

•

I
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UCF ·
Alumni Association
Student Government_
& PAC
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UCF
Homecoming
Concert
1984
I

Friday; Oct. 26-Limited Seating

\

•

.8pm

I
UCFGYM

Get your Tickets Now -

Students $7.00 ·
Available At All Select-A-Seat outlets
Plus UCF Student Government & UCF Bookstore

Faculty, Staff & Alumni: $9.00 - General Public: $13.00

